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Cottages Will be Modern in Every
Respect as Will the Big Hotel

One of
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From The Tularosa Tribune.
Messrs. Jones, Fisher, Kotosky At Club Parlors Last Thursday
others who compose the Evening-Tok- en
of AppreciaHighrolls Developement com-pun- y
tion to Manager La Salle.
are getting busy on their
project to build a highclass sumThe retiring members of the
mer resort at Highrolls.
Business Men's Club were tendH. La Salle, a local engineer ered a social at the club parlors
ami surveyor, received instruct- last Thursday evening. H. La
ions yesterday to prepare as Salle, the business manager, waB
quicklyas possible plans for three presented with a pretty watch
fob set with a diamond, as an
kinds of cottages. The cottages
appreciation of the good work
to be of the two, three and four
They will be done by him.
room variety.
The newly elected board of dimodern in every respect, being
have
rectors
Mr. La
furnished . with sewer connecbusiness
as
Salle
manager
of the
tions, hot and cold water, baths,
electric lights and other con- club.
veniences. It is not known at
the present time how many of wo
oui
these cottages will be built.
Mr. La Salle has already completed the survey of the big lake. Mountain Line Suffers ConsideIt will be convenient to the horate Damage from Two Cloudtel and cottages, and will cover
bursts During the Week.
(in acres of ground. The lake will
have a capacity of 3000 acre feet
The two bridges on the
of water.
The comoanv has a
& Sacramento Mountain
water right covering 5000 acre
feet of flood water, which will be railway were repaired in time for
sold for irrigation purposes. The the Cloudcroft train to go through
main purpose of the lake, how- on time Friday afternoon.
The cloudburst which washed
ever, will be to furnish the guests
of the resort with aplace for fish- out these bridges Thursday af-ing and boating.
ternoon was one oi tne worst on
It is the intention of the com- record. The cloudburst was in the
pany to have the place ready for vicinity of mile post 13 on the
Water poured down
visitors next year. The hotel, railroad.
casino and other building will be through the canons in a solid wall
twenty feet high, carrying with it
modern in every respect.
Wllile the Highrolls Develop- trees sixty feet in length. Bridal
ment company is going ahead Veil falls are some thirty feet
with its project, the Southwest- distant from the track. The tor-- Í
ern has a force of men at Cloud-cro- ft rent pouring through there went
making surveys for the re- clear over beyond the track.
building of that popular resort.
With two of the finest summer
A second cloudburst occurred
resorts in the United States, at the same place and at the
Otero county will be "going same time of day Sunday aftersome."
noon. The same brides were
damaged, one of them being
washed to such an extent that it
BOYS
MILITARY
MUSI
was necessary to transfer the
returning Cloudcroft excursionAdjutant General Will Prosecute ists. The train was about two
hours late in getting in.
Those Who Refuse to Drill
The bridges were repaired in
Precedent at Las Cruces.
time for Monday's trains.
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the White Sands in his September 15.
It is understood that Mr. Reed
will go to California.
Muriel.
gudger has visited Cloudcroft
Will. Open Bid Monday.
ce he came to Alamogordo,
and in a few days
for the construction of
Bids
will leave for
le Rnidoso country.
the AlaiÁogordo High School
building HU be opened Monday
Joh printing at The News.
evening at;7 :80 o'clock.
r Tuesday.
In the party were
a- - A. Gudger,
of Kirwin, Kansas,
nd little daughter,
Mr.

Last week the "elected" paper at Alamogordo came out
containing a supposed "signed refutation" signed by the
political gang together with a few unwary bystanders who
did not know what they were being led into. Said article
was an attact on The Alamogordo News and was noted for
its total absence of facts. The "refutation" was published
as a submitted proposition, but Editor Nation has found that
the wail originated in the brain of the Advertiser publisher.
The News article which was the bone of,contention was
a straight presentation of some well known facts, and we
do not take up the matter as a defense of Editor Nation, as
he needs no defense. He ably defends himself in this
week's issue.
Mr. Byus has, since assuming control of the Advertiser,
been in the position of the man who couldn't open his mouth
without putting his foot in it. From the start he has encountered trouble in trying to appear the champion of the
people of Otero county, while in fact he has worked for the
aggregation that is behind him. All kinds of experiments
s
have been gone through with, each turning out more
than its predecessor.
In the last outbreak be admits that the Advertiser Ras
a muzzle and belittles the progressive papers who are not
held by said muzzles. Some time ago the Tribune asked
this publisher soine questions and also made statments concerning the connection between spid sheet and the organization at the county seat, and discovered that the said muzzle was in fact a gag (or did it have lockjaw?) ; at least no
"signed refutation" appeared.
Mr. Nation was very lenient in his reply to the rot, and
deserves credit for his gentlemanly manner of reply.
The patience and forbearing of the American citizens is
almost a proverb, but we will not be much surprised if this
y
last raw deal will not put an end to this hypocritical,
style of journalism even as the result of the next election will sound the death knell of the political backers of
the publication.
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Students First Annual Territorial Encampment of this Sect Began at
the Park this Morning.

Desire to Work Their Way
Through Baptist College.

Several young men wish to

en-

The first annual encampment

one of our best citizens by let- president of the Southwestern
ting him stay in your home this Conference.
The following program will
year.
Please inform J. Manley Mor- be observed during the encampgan, president of the New Mex- ment :
5:80 a. m. Rising.
ico Baptist College, at Alamo6:00 a. m. Morning praise sergordo, if you have such a place
vice and young people's meetfor a boy.
ing.
7:00 a. m. Breakfast.
or court 8:00 a. m. Family worship in
io

mm m

tents; children's meeting.

9:00 to 10:15 a. m. Confer
Speoial Term Will be Held in the ence.
11:00 a. m tol2:00m-Prea- ch.
Early Part of November Just
ing.
Before the U. S. Court.
1:00 p. m. Dinner,
8:00 p. m. Preaching,
5:00 p. m. Conference,
There will be no September
7:80 p. m. Song service,
term of the District court. Instead, there will be a special 8:00 p. m. Preaching,
term early in November. This 9:45 p. m. Silence in camp.
d
action was taken by Judge
Dr. and Mrs. Van Arsdel are
W. Oooley for the reason
that United States court meets up at Cloudcroft for ten days.
here the latter part of November. Last Conference of
the Year.
By holding the District court in
atThe last quarterly conference
the early part of the month,
torneys and witnesses from of the Methodist Episcopal
abroad may attend both courts church will be held here Septemat one expense. It is believed ber 6. Kev. Blair, of Albuquerby local attorneys that this ar- que will be present and have
rangement will be made perma- churge of the conference. Rev.
Blair is superintendent of all
nent.
Methodist work in New Mexico,
Only 25 cents to the entertain- western Oklahoma, southwestern
ment next Tuesday night, and Texas and the state of Chihuahua
in Mexico.
forget the hot weather.
Al-for-

How Superintendent of

the Eaton Schools,

Pass Through This City En Route
The present session of Otero
County Teachers' Institute which
to the Phoenix and Maricopa
convened here Monday morning
Boad Under Own Power.
for twelve days, is by large odds
Three big, all steel motor cars, and from every point of view, the
traveling under their own power, most satisfactory in the history
passed Alamogordo at three of the county.
o'clock Friday afternoon en County Superintendent Simms
route for the Maricopa and Phoe- is to be commended upon his
nix road. These cars look queer
in comparison with the other work that makes such a gatherpassenger cars in service in this ing possible, and to be congratusection. Both ends of the cars lated upon the result, which amare rounded, without vestibule ply justifies all efforts made.
Although there are only 87
or platform. The entrance is in
the middle of the car, without rooms in the county, 48 teachers
outside steps. They are splend- are in attendance at the instiidly ventilated with circular tute. This outside attendance
would seem to indicate the fame
windows about twenty-fou- r
inches in diameter, and only six of Otero's institutes is beginning
inches apart. The seating capa- to spread abroad.
Ihis may sound extravagant.
city is fifty people.
They certainly seem to be designed to yet it is exactly true : Ninety
split the wind with the least re- per cent of the county teachers
sistance, all corners being elim- are taking advanced work in the
inated. The cars are electric institute. There could hardlv
be a greater tribute paid to the
lighted.
teachers now in the employ of
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Drink Fest Results in a Serious
Cutting Affray.
Jugular Vein and Oartorid Artery
Thomas
posed by the Wounds.

Ex-

Walked to Doctors' s Office.

ter the Baptist college here this of the flew Mexico Seventh Day
fall, and desire to work their way Adventist8 began in this city
through school. If you can give this morning. The encampment
them a home where they can is being held under a tent in Alaearn a part of their expenses by meda Park. Among the speakdoing the chores and other work ers who are here from abroad
about the place you will confer a are : Elder W. A. Hennig, AusIce Cream and Cake.
great favor and possibly encour- tralia; Elder Palmer, WashingThe Ladies Aid Society of the age some young man to become ton, D. 0., and Elder C. Santee,

follow-- 1 Christian church will serve ice
say concerning members cream and cake on the court
of the militia company who re-- house lawn Friday afternoon and
fuse to attend drills:
evening.
In regard to those men refus-'"to go to drill I will say that
Carrizozo Wins.
you may notify them that they
In
the election held Tuesday
we not only soldiers of the Territory but are bound by U. S. Carrizozo won the county seat
by a majority of
tatuets and army regulations from Lincoln
800.
governing organizing
hich is now, by act of congress,
IS
part of the United States army.
I shall prosecute any men who
refuse to do their duty when ordered by competent authority. H. H. Gate, of New Tork State,
These men shall be no exception.
is the Purchaser. Institution
I nave the precedent of a sucWill Open September 15.
cessful prosecution in Las Vegas
J back me, tn addition
to the
Dr. H. H. Cate, of New York
Bof the United States and
those of the Territory.
state, has bought the Cottage
sanatorium from W. A. Reed.
Respectfully,
The deal was closed Saturday.
K. A. Ford.
The Cottage is the second
Adjutant Gen'l.
largest sanatorium here and is
located a mile southwest of town;
Party to White Sanda.
Dr. Cate told The News Tuesday
1. ., ..
aaitzgaber drove a party that the sanatorium would open
ot to

the

g to

of the Oklahoma State Normal at

Main Building of the Odd Fellows Sanatorium, Formerly Fraternal City Sanatorium.

for Irrigation Purposes.

In a lteter to Lieutenant T. J.
Kennedy, the adjutant general

in Attendance.

Professor Oonway Was Formerly President

Fishing and Boating as Well as

ill

of Teachers

"lli

'
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Ever Seen in Otero County

the Principal Features of the Be

sort Will be

CENTS

INSTITUTE

Largest Gathering

and Other Buildings.
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George Thomas, a Mexican-Negr- o
about 23 years of age, was
seriously wounded in a fight with
a Mexican in the vicinity of the
saloon Monday evening about 8
o'clock.
According to Thomas, he had
been drinking with a Mexican
whose name he refueed to divulge.
The wounds were inflicted in
the shoulder, neck and arm.
The wound in the neck and
shoulder exposed the cartorid artery and jugular vein, and strik
ing the collar bone, ranged down
ward, penetrating the outer tissue of the lung. He was also
slashed in the left arm, which he
had evidently used to shield his
face and body. This wound is
probably serious enough to ren
der the arm useless for life.
In spite of the fearful loss of
blood, ibomas walked to a doc
tor's office, a block distant, had
his wounds dressed and sewed
up without taking an anaesthetic
and then walked home.
After reaching home, Thomas
was finally prevailed upon to tell
his brother the name of his as
sailant, Felix Cordero. This
brother immediately came to
town, and instead of informing
the officers, warned Cordero that
the officers were after him.
Cordero left town on a freight
train, whtch is reported to have
unloaded him. Whether or not
he boarded the train again at
Orogrande is not known.
An officer went to Orogrande to
make a search.
Later Cordero Came in
r
and gave himself up to the
officers and is now in jail.
yes-te-

this institute.
Prof. Chas. D. George, super
intendent of the Alamogordo
schools, is right in bis element
in this kind of work. With Prof.
George serving as assistant conductor, it has been possible great
ly to expedite the work.
With
Prof. Conway in charge of one
division and Professor George in
charge of the other, the work of
two divisions is carried on at one
time and the afternoon session
dispensed with.
Prof. T. W. Conway, who is
conducting the institute, is certainly fitted by a wide range of
training and experience.
He is a graduate of the University of Michigan, and the
state normals of Michigan, Kansas and New York. He spent 18
years in Kansas as superintendent of schools, was for 6 years
president of the State Normal
schools at Alva, Oklahoma, and
is now superintendent of the city
schools of Raton. He is also a
member of the territorial board
of education.
The following teachers are attending the institute :
Prof. T. W. Oonway, Raton,
conductor : Prof. Chas. D. George,
Alamogordo, assistant conductor;,
Misses Montague, Brice; Spell-maTularosa ; Togier, Tularosa ;
Covington, Alamogordo; Felton,
Alamogordo; Latham, Mountain
Park; Blanche Anderson, Alamogordo; Sadie Martin, Camp
City; Hester Martin, Camp City;
Celeta Lewis, Alamogordo ; Myrtle Lewis, Alamogordo; Ethel
Gordon, Alamogordo ; Daisy Murphy, Alamogordo; Redic, Cloudcroft; Nesbitt, Las Cruces; Lang-forLogwood ; Liman, Tularosa ;
Cooper, Tularosa; White, Tularosa ; Lizzie Anderson, Mountain
Park; Carter, Tularosa; Patterson, Alamogordo; Sanders, Tularosa ; Burr, Kankakee, HI. ; Rose
Murphy, Camp City; Carroll,
Mescalero; Taylor, Alamogordo;
Mesdames Blazer, Alamogordo;
Benson, Hope; Virden, Wills
Oafi on; Ogden, Alamogordo;
Blankenship, Mountain Park;
Eldridge, Alamogordo; Monroe,
Camp City; Jones, Elk; Hulett,
Alamogordo; Goforth, Pinion;
Redic, Cloudcroft; Gidding, Alamogordo; Abbott, Alamogordo;
Hatch, Alamogordo ; Messrs. K.
8. Tipton, Tularosa ;L. P. Ferris,
Mountain Park; T. B. Milton,
La Luz ; J. M. Helm, La Luz.

n,

d,

Dr. J. M. Britton, of Cisco,
Texas, arrived here Saturday
with a sick brother who will remain here during the winter.
The doctor is a brother to Mrs.
J. Manley Morgan and an old H. H. Bobbitt and E. H. Rusfriend of Will Warren the
sell are up at Highrolls for a
week.
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Open season for fish tales

Hateful
Kobber

Bloodless revolutions are In the
ame class with painless dentistrySame American boys would not care
to be president If they could be cham-piopitchers.

Other Washington papers are so
bright that it Is a wonder the Confesional Record doesn't speed up a little.
When it is all over but the shouting
there are those In the audience who
do not appreciate that form of noise.
The national deficit up

Cheer up!
to yet is only $89,429.501. And
when we can always
money ?

bo-ro-

In a few more generations the
French will have convinced themselves
that the Wright brothers were born in
France.
keep their
When the authorities
lands off, gambling Is no more a matter of chance than is running the
Philadelphia mint.

It's all right to decoy flying machines, but one thing in their favor is
that one doesn't have to lie on one's
back to repair them.
Threatening letters may be jokes,
but it is a sort of humor which should
be discouraged effectually whenever
the jokers are caught.
The census bureau reports "a shortage of about 25,000 children." Last
summer's drought or the renascense
of the kidnaping Industry?
charge German aeroTrance
nauts $100 each for landing on French
Some will save the money if
soil.
they only land hard enough.
will

A Gotham magistrate has decided
is no crime to tickle another,

that it

University advisory boards are becoming the fashion nowadays, but as
a rule the trustees and faculties of
such institutions do not expect these
boards to give too much advice.
A velocity of 100 miles an hour was
attained by the wind In Cleveland the
other day, but the people of Cleveland
will go right on believing Chicago to
be the windiest city in the world.

Make a memorandum in your note
hook that Boston will celebrate in
1920, with a world's fair, the three
hundredth anniversary of the Pilgrim
Fathers, and do not fail to attend it.
One of the scientists announces that
overeating as well as excessive drinking will produce a red, bulbous nose.
But that doesn't help much. It is
about as foolish to overeat as to drink
to excess.
New York is to have a
hotel. The builders probably cling to
the theory that it will not hurt any
more, in case of fire, to jump from the
thirty-firs- t
story than It would to leap
from the seventeenth floor.
Children are so unpopular with land-

lords that an Illinois legislator has
introduced a bill which provides that
It shall be unlawful and to be against
public policy for any landlord to discriminate against families where there
are children under 14 years old. It is
also declared to be equally reprehensible for any landlord to Insert a
clause forfeiting a lease In case a
haby Is born to the tenant family or
a child Is adopted. It Is a safe bet
that this man is a father and Is not a
landlord.
New Bedford is again restored to
the map by the report of the master
of a whaling ship that was fitted out
in that port and has returned with a
record. The ship has brought back
to New Bedford more than 2,000 barrels of whale oil of a value of more
than (40,000. This means probably
that Capt. Hagerty's crew captured 40
or 50 "leviathans of the deep," which
is pretty good business when one considers that the whale oil fishing has
been regarded as largely a thing of
the past.

The gowns of the period represent
fusion of the modes prevailing under
King Dagobert with the styles of the
directoire. The result is In some cases
very beautiful, but the confusion of
periods is enough to make the student's head swim.
When nature refuses her rain and
sun that man might get his bread, her
refusal Is a catastrophe. But what
shall we say of men who deliberately
withhold the production of the soil in
order that man's bread shall be made
harder to get?

GEETING

PRUNE AND TRAIN GRAPE VINE

The "robber" of our metropolitan cities is usually one who
becomes such a victim of circumstances, and does not like the
more refined criminals select the course of crime as one con
ducive to prosperity. He is largely the child of circumstances.
and the product of selfish policies inaugurated by those who
most bitterly condemn him. He is usually one of moderate intelligence
and meager education, who, by reason of this crude condition, is barrtl
boa favored opportunities. His early life may have been surrounded by
an atmosphere of poverty, ignorance and dissipation; his religious education, that of faith and form instead of moral and intellectual develop-mea- t;
his ideals of manhood, the supremacy of brute force, and his
aims and hopes circumscribed by the allurements of the ever present
lower-grad- e
saloou and other debasing influences. With such influences
operating on his youthful mind he approaches manhood an easy victim
to the corrupting agencies of city life. The results of his labor are absorbed by the saloon, the race track, or other degenerating and deceptive
haunts, which, with open doors, offer entertainment consistent with his
crude ideas of social life. Yet, he has not become a criminal. He is willing to toil for meager wages and face the world with reasonable honesty.
spending only that which he earns; but recklessly spending it all; until.
by reason of circumstances beyond his control, employment ceases and his
humble prosperity is at an end. This may be, as is most likely, in the
chilly season of winter when opportunity closes its doors against the mi- fortunate. With companions, similarly situated, talcs of woe are inter- changed, and ways and means discussed, and discussed in the light of
Hunger and cold, with
their dark environments.
a long season of inactivity, faces them ; while prosperity is present with others, less deserving. The logic
of necessity prevails, and violence is resorted to as a
temporary means of livelihood. Here starts the "robber" on a career of crime, soon to be arrested, convicted and placed beyond the indulgence of society. In
many instances, a less indulgent view may be taken
of the "robber;' but if society, in its social, religious
and political phases, acted with more justice and humanity to the unfortunate classes, and created conditions more favorable to the moral, intellectual and industrial education of the youth, the brutal crimes
would be less prevalent.
is no such thing as the
Why manufacture one? Are
not man and woman alike yet different;
each equal, each distinct, absolutely necessary to each other? Why any antagonism,
with increasing distrust, disdain, even dis-

Ethically there

sex question.

Supreme

gust?

Power?

One may understand antagonism from
the household tyrant, (he pompous bully,
the master of the old school who will woo
a maiden on his knees, promising all things,
By H. C. DeBEEK
and promptly relegate her to a position of
domestic servility once she has surrendered
herself. But this antagonism is not understandable and cannot really exist among a great majority of thinking good
men, who regard woman as mans helpmate and companion, the friend

in all need.
As is night to day, heat to cold, so is man to woman, different, the
same, absolutely necessary to each other, pursuing apart but together
the laws of nature.
Alone man stands for selfishness, arrogance, brutality; hand in hand,
softened, inspired by the subtler influence of woman, he, she, become an
entity, the earthly manifestation of the Great Cause.
A vote! A puny thing, but the recognized symbol of emancipation
from slavery, from tyranny. Good men have fought for it. On what just
grounds refuse it to a woman? Man in his fulsome hypocrisy depicts

justice

as a goddess.

Are then all male voters intelligent? Why demand
Intelligence!
a higher standard from women? They will vote for the wrong sort of
men. Are not candidates always the wrong sort of men to some voters ?
Xo, those who want to vote will do so instinctively for men of mind
and insight into parochial school, hospital, charitable matters, matters
affecting the immediate welfare of the family, and about which women
intuitively know more than men, however reluctant these be to admit

it

It was down the Saskatchewan we had
decided to go, partly because all the romance of the most romantic era in the
west clings to its banks, partly because its
snaky, winding trail, half the width of a
continent, marks the last trek to the last
frontier of the last west. It was up and
down this broad stream Kis sis katche-wa- n
Sepee, the Indians called it, "swift,
angrily flowing" with its countless unmapped islands, that the war canoes of
By AGNES C. LAUT
the Cree long ago flitted like birds of prey
to plunder the Blackfeet.
It was up the Saskatchewan the
mazed in search of the western sea.
wandering
came
explorers
French
Along these high, steep banks, where you almost break your neck trying
to get dunnage up to a level camping place, the voyagers of the old fur
g
in monotonous
day and
companies toiled,
stream
boats
all
York
the
from tideclumsy
way
tip
tracking
the
night,
water to within sight of the Rocky mountains.
If you want to camp near the new settlers each night and see how
they are making good away from the immigration agent; if you want to
wander over the sights of the old historic places, and ramble to the Indian reserves where jou can meet natives still uncontaminated by the
You could profitabljr
whites better make your tiino limA. six weeks.
twelve
on the trip.
epend

In the

Wilds of

Western
Canada

"ti-i-in- g,

sing-son-

Whist Opend Dees

Gearing Machine
Shear Rapidly
the Work of Five.

carióos," said Une! Ttxn.
1st ' forks will hardly notice j
speeches of de country's beamiest men
an' da deyll read every wort of what
has to
an ex oh ampion of
ny! Washington 8ttu

ITs

S

prlie-fighUt- T

Division of World's Races.
Of toe naces of the world, $.00,000.0

hedge-trimme-

HILE the crime of robbery is one, that by reason of the
and brutality which usually accompanies the attack,
is justly regarded and condemned as a heinous crime against
society, it is, at least in large cities, a natural result of conditions, bolh permitted and favored by the condemning public

Why Should
Man Hold

RAPIDLY.

HEDGES

Among the numerous time and lause,
bor saving devices for gardeners'
Invented by
the Beared

the Best Fruit tht Vinae
Should Be Frequently Cut
Back and Renewed.

To Grew

which illustrates what grave questions
of law modern life is continually bringing up for adjudication.
The Russian Black sea fleet has
sailed under sealed orders. Wouldn't
it make the commander mad if he
opened the envelope and found that
he was bound for Japan!

erate

T4mm

Spells of natty weaihir are now
called by the weather bureau "energetic disturbances."

Colorado has some snrewd holdup
men. In a recent robbery they did not
overlook the Pullman car porter.

r.

TRIM

Novel

JPj'jl,
c

By JOHN

-

Betweendliing on boot heels and
pony meat polar explorations are not
attractive to the club man.
The reserve forest lands saved from
the ax and. let us hope, from fire equal
In area the stale of Texas.

TO

HORTICULTURE

white; "00.0000,000 yellow, 216,004.
000 black, 35,000,000 brown or Malayan
and 16,000,000 red, or American in.

are

n

diana.

The grape vine should be planted
slightly deeper than it was in the
nursery and cut back to a strong bud.
Only one shoot should be allowed to
grow.

The next spring It should be again
cut back to a strong bud. the length
of the cane varying with its lie. says
the Prairie Farmer. The terminal
bud only should be allowed to develop
and the cane should be tied to a atout
stake as it grows.
The next spring It should be cut
back at the height of four or five feet,
according to the kind of trellis to be
used, and three buds at the top should
be allowed to develop Into shoots.
The following spring the vines will
Does Work of Five.
be ready for a trellis. The favorite
forms are known as vertical and hori- a New York man. is one of tne moai
zontal. The vertical trellis consists of Interesting.
With it a hedge that
formerly required five hours to trim
can be clipped in one hour, or one
man can do the work of five. This ap
paratus consists of a long rod with
a shoulder piece at one end and a
pair of shears at the other. Along
this rod is a drivewheel connecting
with the rotary pinion, which operates
the crank controlling shears. The device 1b held against the shoulder, by
means of a handle in the middle.
Tien the drivewheel is turned, and by
means of the multiple gearing It opens
and closes the shears five times with
each revolution, thus making the apTrellis, Showing paratus a saver of SO per cent, in eithVine of Vertical
operator
Forearm Knifftn System, (a) Points er time or labor. All the
wheel
for Pruning for Complete Renewal, has to do is to keep turning the
and moving the shears along the
(b) Method of Tying.
hedgerow where it needs clipping.
eight-foo- t
posts set two and
feet in the ground at intervals of
CENTURY PLANT
twenty to thirty feet. These generally FACTS ABOUT
carry two lines of No. 10 galvanized
Years, or
wire, respectively four and five and Blooms Once in Hundred WithAny Other Time, and Then
f
feet from the ground. The
ers Away.
end posts should be strong and well
braced, and the wire should be so ar
"The century plant, so named beranged that the slack can be taken up
that it
when necessary. The other posts need cause of the popular idea
years, in one
not be very large if twenty feet apart, blooms but once In 100
posts are sense makes gocd its name, for it
but for thirty feet
blooms only once, then dies," said H.
desirable.
P, Warren of Los Angeles, Cal. He
hav
in
The horizontal trellis differs
ing a 2xOinch strip placed on edge continued:
"In the genial climate of southern
horizontally at the top of the post, so
it reaches maturity and
California
upon
as to form an arm two feet long,
in 15 or 20 years, while in
blooms
which three wires are carried.
the period may range
The previous year's three shoots cooler40climates
50 years.
to
There are many
from
were grown on each vine. For the
species
of the agave family native to
(vertical) trellis two of them
Mexico, where it is called
should be placed on the lower win: northern
maguey.
The plant furnishes
ami cut back to ten buds each. The the
pulque,' the national drink of Mexother shoot should be cut off at the
height of the upper wire, and a shoot ico.
"At the time of the blooming the
from it should be trained in each di
plant throws up a single stalk of rapid
(horizon
rection. For the three-wirof 12 to 20 feet,
tal) trellis, a shoot should be trained growth to the height
tassel-likflowers
upon each of the wires, two in one trom which the
sprout forth. This great flower stalk
direction and one in the other, and all
draws all the sap and vigor from the
should be cut back to eight buds.
body of the plant, which soon withers
The simplest and most satisfactory and dies. At the base of the thick
grape
training
by
is
of
method
the
the green leaves are found little suckers,
Kniffln system. The fruiting arms are
each with a root, which, when planted,
to
the wires in the spring and the
tied
at once begin to grow. The edge
alnew shoots as they come out are
and end of the leaves are well armed
lowed to hang down.
with stiff, sharp spines, the prick of
To grow the best fruit, whatever which is very painful.
This is nasystem Is used, the vines should be ture's way of protecting the plant
frequently cut back and renewed. from the ravages of desert rodents."
Some prefer to renew all the canes
each year, starting all of them from
FOR TRAINING TOMATOES
the main trunk of the vine, while PLAN
others renew but once in two years.
Whatever the method of pruning or Plants Grow Through the Frame and
Fruit Is Kept from Ground
training, one should endeavor to leave
and in Clusters.
about 40 buds upon each vine, and
these could be as near the main trunk
A practical method of training tomaas possible.
toes and keeping them from the ground
and in clusters is herewith given. Set
WARNING TO FRUIT GROWERS plants in straight row.
When they
are 12 to 14 inches high drive stakes
Crown Gall Is Warty Outgrowth or each side about 8 feet apart. Nail on
Upon
Excrescence
the Apple,
Peach, Pear and Other Treea.

Dog's Long Journey to Old Heme.
year ago Prank Kennedy
Nearly
and his family moved to Nebraska,
from this county. Their dog, a fox.
terrier, evidently did not like the
footsore and almost
west and
starved, it limped Into the yard of lis
old home. Canal Dover Correapoa,
dence, Pittsburg Dispatch.

one-hal- f

one-hal-

good-size-

two-wir-
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Immortality.
Faith In Immortality ennnot be acquired from another. One cannot convince oneself of immortality, in order to know faith In immortality it h)
lecessary that it should he, and In
order that it should bo it is necessary
to understand that your life consists in
Its being immortal. Tolstoy.
Belated Appreciation of Genius,
Centenaries, bi centén arles anj tercentenaries are quite the rage. Every
week we do homage to the memory
of some great man whose genius th
world has taken ono, two or three cea
turieá to recognize. It is somewhat
late and often ridiculous.
Dutch to Have Celebration.
The Dutch will celebrate the ce
tenary of the
of national Independence by a world s fair
at The Hague in 1913.

Business Minus Science.
Th? average English business man'i
sphere of vision is limited. He is nol
scientific, as compared with the Amer-

or Japanese merchant.
He regards his business too much as
a means of livelihood or an occupation.
He does not enter into it or conduct
it on a sufficiently lofty plan. London
Modern Business.

ican, German

Confessed Too Soon.
Bolsbluche, an attendant at
the hospital of San
France
fell dangerously ill some weeks ago
and when all hope of his recovery had
been abandoned he confessed that he
had been the author of several mysterious fires. He has now mode a marvelous recovery, and is bewailing his
rash repentance in Jail.
Raphael

Jewish Death Rate Light
writer in the Western Medical Review declares that In spite of the social conditions which surround
tat
mass of the Jewish population of the
world, and especially in the large
cities of America, where they form a
large percentage of the population, the
death rate among the Jewish inhabitants is but little over half of thatof
the average American population.
A

Must Fulfill One's Mission.
Do not call for death because it Is
hard for you to live. The entire tarden of the world on the shoulders on
every mortal being compels him to fulfill his mission. The only means of
freeing one's self from this burden b
in the fulfillment of one's mission.
You will be relieved only after you
have done the work assigned to yon.

Emerson.

OKLAHOMA

DIRECTORY

CHOCTAW FLOOR
ABSOLUTELY TNE BEST
MONEY CAN BOY

ASK YOUR

FOR IT

GROCERY
H.I

Crown gall is a term applied to

tain warty outgrowths or excrescences
upon the apple, pear, peach, rasp--I
berry, etc., forming chiefly on the
parts below ground. On the apple
these growths are more apt to occur
on grafted trees at the union of the
root and the clon, but they may form
at any place where the roots have
been injured in transplanting, etc.
Experiments by the department nf
agriculture show that crown gall is
caused by specific parasite. Every
orchardist should carefully Inspect all
8t'k which he purchases for setting.
All trees showing evidence of crown
gali should be either returned to the
sblijper or burned, and future orders
placed with nurserymen whd can and
wit. furnish trees free from disease
I nter
no condition should trees be
planted which show growths of this
kitid upon the roots, for not only will
it result In an unthrifty and un profit
arle tree, but it will also endanger
ether plants.
Inspection of Nursery Stock.
Representative Scott of Kansas lithe author of a bill which provides
for government inspection of ntirsery
stock at point of entry to he designated by the secretary of agriculture
An appropriation of $100,000 Is carried by the bill, which also authorizes
the secretary to establish a quarantine against the importation or transportation In Interstate commerce of
diseased or Infected nursery stock
The bill has been favorably acted upon
by the bouse committee.
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FOR BEST RESULTS USE
A Tomato Stand.
slats top of stakes, stretch any old
woven wire fencing over the top. The
plants will go through them, so your
fruit will be off the ground and hang
in clusters. You can prune them
handily. No strings to use, no sunbaked tomatoes.

Farmers Must Watch the Crop.
In order to determine what elements
of plant food are deficient In a roil,
it is necessary to carefully study the
growing crop. Many farmers seem to
be of the opinion th. a chemical analysis of thejdlY wll show the
amount
food contained therein. TAls however, is a mistaken Idea.
The' chemist can only determine approximately the amount of nitrogen,
phosphoric add and potasLta soil,
without specifically showIngVbat proportion of these elements caifce taken
up by the growing plant. A fcrge per
centage of these elements is dK available to plant food. Hence thcfueces-sitfor them in an available fo.?- - We
must turn, then, to the crop, Jnd by
watching It closely during ItiArowtb
and by a careful examinatlrl when
matured, see whether the t
Is deficient In plant food and whaelement
are lacking.
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ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM
BARTELDES SEED CO.
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MONUMENT TO ADAM
Marylander Erects One to
ory of First Man.

HOME

Mem-

1

Baltimore, Md Believing that It
better late than never, John P. Brady,
a contractor and builder, has had
erected at his country house. Hickory
Grounds, near Gardenville, a monument to the memory of Adam, the
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After spending much thought upon
designs for the monument, Mr. Brady
came to the conclusion that nothing
could be more fitting than a plain
square shaft of concrete, surmounted
by a sun dial.
Without saying that women will not
be admitted Mr. Brady wishes the occasion of the dedication to be distinctly masculine. He has no Intention at
any time to erect a memorial to Ere.
The monument bears two opposite
panels, which read:
across the continent from California
THIS, THE FIRST SHAFT
as far east as Chicago without receiv
IN AMERICA.
ing the inventive attentions of the
IS DEDICATED
TO ADAM. THE FIRST MAN.
western sons of our down-eaYankee
In circular form, surrounding the ancestors.
sun dial la the Latin quotation:
In this plan we have a dwelling of
"Sic transit gloria mundl."
modest dimensions, being 25 feet from
"After all, there i no serious rea- front to rear and 32 feet in width,
son why there should not have been with a
t
extension to make
thousands of memorials to Adam," room for a pantry. In
this way we
said Mr. Brady. "Some of us may get three splendid rooms on the first
blame him for the misfortunes which floor and they are well arranged
for
we get in this world, but few of us
both convenience and looks.
wish that we had not been brought
Pantries were never properly built
here. It was kind of Adam to appear
In the world. He paved the way and until this outside attachment was hit
It was born of necessity, like
should receive the homage which we upon.
pay to pioneers In all fields.
There other valuable Inventions, and Im
seems to be glory enough to go around proved upon as occasion demanded
for every one who ever did anything, Pantries are intended for the storage
and many monuments and other trib- of food both cooked and otherwise.
utes have honored men who never did Naturally pantries should be kept as
cool as possible and they should be
anything.
"It being so easy to get one's name well ventilated at all times. Light Is
graven in stone, I thought it was high a necessity and convenience Is very
time that Adam had something to important, for the pantry is visited
show for having been here. Adam many times during the preparation of
had a pretty hard time of It He was
something of a hero, after all. Just
think of it to be here on this big
earth not a soul until Eve came, and
then "

Mehemmed Reshed Effendi, brother of Abdul Hamid, ha been placed on
the throne as sultan of Turkey by the Young Turk. According to a Constantinople correipondent In describing him, he is not unprepossessing, although
his face ha a bloated appearance, owing to good living and lack of exercise.
The new sultan bear a remarkable resemblance to hi dethroned brother.
His lips are thick and slightly protruding; he has the same curve to the nose
snd his hair is untinged with gray, but in other ways he shows signs of time'
ravages.

NOWliCÍMIlM

logs
the land ownel by his wife,
Historic Dent Farm Made Haven whichonthey
continued to make their
home until the needs of his country
for Tired City Animals.
again demanded his service.
It is
this land that Street Commissioner BIG HATS; MORE HAIR NEEDED.
of Gen, Travilla of St. Louis has turned Into a
Was Owned by Father-in-Laretreat for tired horses.
American Women, Compelled to Fill
Grant and Is Place Where He as

The historic Dent farm,
,1ust outside St. Louis, where Ulysses
S. Grant, then a young lieuttnant at
and
Jefferson baracks, went
where he wooed and won Miss Julia
Dent, a daughter of the farm's owner,
has been turned into a retreat for
tired horses. It is an
"down south befo' the wa' " sort of
place, and the 50 horses that have
worked hard and faithfully for the city
in
of St. Louis are now luxuriating
field,
riotous ease out in the
with its long sweep of wooded valley,
through which young Grant and Miss
Dent used to canter on their handthoroughbreds.
some,
There is ample shed and barn room
winter
to afford protection against
blasts, to say nothing of the barns
bulging with hay and grain.
The farm was owned by Col. Fredof President
erick Dent, father-in-laU. S. Grant.
Up to the very day of
the emancipation act Col. Dent owned
slaves, but the time came when the
old colonel called himself a
Grant
man. and he died in the White House,
a guest of his llustrious
duriDg Grant's second administration.
"It was in 1821 that Col. Fred Dent
came into possession of this farm.
There is still standing on it is a blockhouse,
constructed with portholes.
used for the purpose, doubtless, of
resisting Indian attacks. The building
was constructed originally of stone
and logs, but It is now weather
St. Louis.
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GRANITE SPHERE TURNS OVER

Giant Headgear, Buy Switches
of Celestial.

Efaz.!

ÚZ.h

320 ACRES INSTEAD

Second Floor Flan,

vents dampness. And it is the cheap
est construction if you take lasting
qualities Into consideration.
A massive effect is given by the
heavy loggia piers. And this loggia,
by the way, is considered one of the
most attractive parts of the whole
house. The square openings are easily
fitted with fly screens so it is well
Intended for an outdoor summer par-
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OF 160 ACRES

As further inducement
settlement

of the
lands of
Western Canada, the
Canadian
Government
has increased the area
that may be taken by a
homesteader to 320 acres 160 free and 160 to
be purchased at $3.00 per acre. These lands
are in the grain -- raising area, where mixed farming
it also earned on with unqualified, success. A
railway will shortly be built to Hudson Bay, bringing the world's markets a thousand miles nearer
where schools and churches
these wheat-fieldare convenient, climate excellent, railways close to
11 settlements, and local markets good.
to

g
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"It would take time to assimilate the revelations that a visit to the great empire lying to
the North of us unfolded at every turn."
Correspondence of a Nattonl Editor, who MsiUd.
Canada in August, 1908,

Western

Lands may also be purchased from railway and
land companies at low prices and on easy terna.

For pamphlets, mapa and Information as to
low railway ratea, apply to Superintendent
of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or the
authorised Canadian Government Aeent:

J. S. CEAWr08D,
b 123 W.

City.
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each meal, and meals come along regularly three times a day in most
healthy families. You can't have a
cool pantry and have it built in the
body of the house along with the other
rcoms, especially in a furnace-heate- d
house.
In one

little house where a pantry
attachment like this was built on. the
space below was made Into a cold
fruit room. The main cellar wall was
carried across solid and straight except for a doorway, and a good heavy
door was hung in the opening. The
outside wall under the pantry was
carried up in the same solid way and
a good outside window put in. which
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boarded.
The farm Itself is about four miles
south of the city and about
eight
miles w est "of Jefferson barracks.
Grant and Fred Dent, Jr., afterward
Gen. Dent, had been roommates and
classmates at the United States Mili
tary academy, and when Grant ,went
to Jefferson barracks
young Dent
made him promise to call
on his
folks. So one ifnv Tllvssea rode over
ta the 1,200-aer- e
farm, where a warm
welcome awaited him.
He met the
three other Dent boys and three of
tae Dent girls.
Hiss Julia happened to be up In
tae city, and young Grant was destined
to make several calls before he finally
met the young woman who was to
Way so important
a part In his futuro
u'e. And then, as Grant himself always frankly
confessed, "It was love
first sight."
After that meeting
ttere was no longer any Aoubt In the
ilnds of any one regardfatg the young
eutenant s choice. And as the par--
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UNIVERSAL ADDING MACHINE CO.
General offle and
ctorr.8t. Louis.
F. T. Miller,
Wait Seeoad street. Oklahcma.Clt7.OMa.
1'atepnoDe kíh.
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Greatest Scientists of the Day Puzzled
Washington. While It Is well
by Movement of Huge Bowlder
known that much of the hair displayed
by the American woman In her handIn Ohle.
some and stylish coiffure is "grown"
Piqua. A phenomenon for which in China, the officials are surprised by
the greatest scientist! of the day have figures showing the magnitude of the
thus far failed to glte a cause Is a Imports of this article of commerce.
huge five-togranite sphere in the top
General Fuller, at Hongof a monument which was gradually kong, reports to the bureau of manuover from the south factures that 207,414 pounds of human
turned
toward the north during the last four hair were Invoiced for shipment to
years, has been discovered at Marlon. the United States from that port last
No one can offer an explanation, un year.
less it be that the revolution of the
The year previous only 56,133
earth around the sun has changed the pounds were exported to this country-Thehuge granite sphere which Is gradcame fashion's edict requiring
ually showing.
massive headpieces. In consequence
The sphere was placed in the
the women had to have more hair to
cavity of the shaft of the mon- fill them and the surplus hair of the
ument when it was erected four years celestial kingdom's 400,000,000 at
comago. It was not long uutll the rough once became
8 marketable
edge of the broken seal showed the modity.
line upon which the ball originally
"The hair readies Hongkong, from
rested.
the interior," said Consul Fuller, "and
By some unknown power and with- is cleaned and sorted according
to
out the aid of human hands the ball length and quality. It Is then packed
has made the revolution. About two and stored or disinfected and shipped
years ago it was noticed to be turned to New York. It is said here that the
of the way around, hair can be so treated lb New York
about
and now it Is almost halt way around. as to alter its color and texture, and
that it Is used to make the switches,
Masslnger:
Soar not too high to curls and bangs so fashionable fn
fall, but stoop to rise.
the United States at present"

watched him ride away they
wrth were agreed
that some day the
ung man
ould be heard from.
JllSt bpfnr. tha miHimk
nt fh
Mexican war, when
his regiment was
"Jered south into Louisiana, Grant
ame galloping
over the fields to the
Jnt place to ask the question that no
e but Julia
Dent could answer. The
unuess young wooer bad added
nothing to his personal charm by hav-'to ford the swelling creek in the
h of a tempestuous
storm of rain
wind, hut hi - from his
words In the eyes of the
""jog woman he had come to woo.
After roalawU.
V.
ptGrant, as his rank then rated.
wa a small dwelling made of
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You need me.
I'm built on honor."
I print red totals.
I sell on my merits.
I am fully guaranteed.

Adding Machine

four-foo-

a Young Lieutenant, Did
His Courting.

earned. Anything that
saves time is an investment.
The Vntvensa! saves time
and money. Invest now.
A demonstration on your
work in your office at our
expense will furnish you
with the proof. Write today.

Mr. William A. Radford will answer corner of the house and it lands you
questions and give advice FREE OF upstair In the middle of the ball la
COST on all subjwts pertaining to the
close proximity to the door leading
subject of building for the readers of thl
paper. On account of his wide expe- Into the different rooms. Under this
as
and
ManufacEditor,
rience
Author
stair are the steps leading to the cel
turer, he la, without doubt, the highest lar, so that space is economized to the
authority on all these subjects. Address
all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. best advantage.
The material for the walls lu cement
IN Fifth Ave.. Chicago, III., and only
stamp for reply.
enclose two-cepreferably run In molds with provisThe expression, a two-stor- y
bunga- ion made for ilea. I air spaces, on the
low, which we often hear, is a mis- hollow wall principle, as this makes
nomer. Properly speaking a bungalow the warmest Louse because it pre- Is but one story high and Is covered
with a roof having very little pitch
to it But we are always Improving
things. It would be utterly Impossible for the bungalow design to travel

first man.

'y

Save Time
Time saved is money

1

m.

and then

it's correct

accuracy ?

EDITOR

Honored.

the mental

when the trfisaiil adds
three to five times faster
and does it with unerring

A.RADFORD

Deelaret He Wat Hero Who Hod Hit
It
Troubles in Eden Think
High Time Pioneer Wee
na.

Investment
Why add by
pencil process,
check to see if
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lor and the size Is sufficient to be of
some use. as it is ten feet wide and 20
feet long.
The rooms upstairs are stolen from
the roof space. And they are right
nice little rooms, too. When I think
back a few years to the time when alt
such roof :oom was counted as attic
space good only for storage of old
truck It is easy to realize to what
extent small houses have been
Instead of a dark, dingy loft with
out floor, partition or daylight, we now
have three bedrooms and a splendid
bathroom with hot and cold water the
same as In large expensive houses.
Then In the matter of light, what a
change. We have here 14 windows for
four soo: s and one stairway, which
certainly looks like a liberal allowance even for these times of extravagant Ideas.
It has taken us a long time to learn
that we can build an elegant small
house as well as an elegant large
house and we are Just commencing to
put onr knowledge to some practical
use. Such cottages as this are becoming common In the more enterprising
suburbs of the larger cities and the Indications are that they will continue
to grow In popularity, tor they meet
the requirements of flat dwellers who
have become heartily sick of living In
dungeons.

First Floor Flan.

Mother-Lov-

e

Defined.

What Is maternal Instinct? Is it a
a fine wire screen. tangible
something, or is it love, the
Shelves were built In this fruit room
to protect?
This wonderful
aghinht the outside wall from near the desire
mother-lovwhat would it not do?
cement floor clear up to the celling,
Suns rise and set Just for baby. ConAs the room is eight feet six inches
on other subjects la taboo
long this gave considerable shelf room versation
house where a new monarch
and it proved a splendid place to store In the
The four walls of the home
canned fruit, butter, eggs and such reigns.
groceries as a person likes to buy in are suddenly glorified with the pres
ence of the little newcomer; the ambiquantities and keep on hand.
tion of both father and mother reaches
The fruit room and pantry above Its xenlth. Pleasurable pastime we
were connected by means of a dumb were wont to indulge in are forgotten;
waiter, which was Just a box about a pursuits that nued our life
music,
foot square and three feet long, ver- act, literatura, things
that were part
tically open on the front side and of us, associated with our very
name
fitted with two shelves in the middle. where have they gone?
All laid aside
pulley
near the ceiling In as of no moment now; in
There was a
the future,
the pantry and a rope with a counter- perhaps, wbea "baby" is not so deweight on the other end which bal- pendent on our every thought,
we. will
anced the box so It would slide easily again feel their charm. Just now they
wan covered with

e

up and down. With this convenience
It was never necessary to tot things
up or down cellar. One trip below
was necessary at any meal Urn. Very
often th box Itself contained everything needed and It as only a minute's work to pull It up Into the

j,o,.

Another feature In this little house
that la quite new is the stairway built
around the big chimney. It not only

r.rtotaiKÍ.t
that

mi recently unveiled in

city.

preNM.il to

th.

city of WMMngten, O.
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looks well from the large living room

but It occupies th

bust

important

might as well never have been so
completely do we give ourselves to
this new life. Mrs. Amo Id 1. in Uncle
Sam's Magazine.

Correspondingly Costly.
Ton get twice as much pay as I
do." grumbled the elevator boy, "and
It ain't fair!"
"There's a difference between us,
kid," majestically answered the elevator starter. "You're merely a neluxury."
cessity. I'm

orvotiEii
Regard Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment
as unrivaled for Preserving Purifying and Beautifying the Skin. Scalp.
Hair and Hands, for Sanative, Antiseptic Cleansing
and for the Nursery.
Sold
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A Quick, Clean Shave
NO STROPPING

NO HONING
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nation, tditer.

How Nicodemus Jones Was

In-

troduced by Brother Gardner.

i'olilishetl erery Thnrsnar ' AU- mofordo, Otero Connry, N. M.

HE

$1.50 a Year

"rj

VISITOR.

SPEAKS

ON

HAPPINESS.

Advance.

in

"Ift

Entered at tlie postoffice In
New Menico, for transmission
mails as second claw matter.

a Subject Dat Consarns da High
and da Low, da Rich and da Pore,'
Saya the South Carolina Orator Es
oorta Guaat to Anteroom.
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ADVERTISING BATES.
Beginning August 1, the following
advertising rates will become effective In The Alamogordo News. Absolutely no concession to anyone.
Professional Cards occupying 1
Inch or less space. Í1 a month.
Plata Display advertising. 15 cents
per single eotaajt Inch each Inser
tlon. Display Ads BonUtBlng ouly a
reasonable amount of price list mat-te- r
90 cents per single column Inch
Display Ads toatelalag
each Issue.
large amount of ligures and price
list matter. 25 cents per single column
Inch each Issue.
Locals or reading notices, One
No charge
Cent a word each issue
If locals are
made by the line.
wanted In black face type, double
Figures
price will he charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
25 cents. Minimum charge on display advertising. $1 00.
Cards of thanks, resolutions of respect, obituaries and notices of
churches and societies where an admission lee Is charged to the affair
advertised, one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
ciiireo by a!: other county sea, pa

Copyright. MOT. by M. M. Cunningham
At the last regular meeting of the
Limekiln club Brother Gardner, pre
dent, rose in his place after the regular business bad been disposed of and

said:
"I hev to announce dat de Hon.
.Tones of Souf Cnrollny am In
de red utintyrooni and waitln' to di
e
nner an address befo' dls club.
title of de address am 'What Am Hn:
plness?' I uon't know what sort of an
orator be am, but as he has walk.
000 miles to address ns I shall gib hi:
de bance. He bus en a guest in m.
house fur do last three days, and I kin
say dat his appetite am sunthin' dai
boss- otter he proud of.
Some ajreo
Wco-detn-

1

We have just received

the new Fall Styles
in the Famous

I

AMERICAN
LADYJJORSETS
Both Medium and long
hip styles.
Prices from $1.00 up.

persJn the territory.

RELIEF

THE

COMING.

The fact remains that the peo- ole of Alamogordo have been
paying outrageously high prices
for ice. Many of the poor of the
city have been compelled to do
without ice all summer. In some
instances sick people have been
refused ice for the reason that
they happened to be boarding at
places which were on Mr. Carl's
black list, and this too, in the
face of the fact that, in one instance, at least, the money was
sent with the demand for ice.
The News is prepared to say
that this condition of things will
not exist always. By next spring
another ice plant willjbe in operation in this city. This is authen-

PUSE

STORE

the dls
irust of those who know.
Carl is charging exhorbitant
prices for ice and Byus is his de
fender. Carl and Byus are two
of a kind.

the

"DAT

AM
DEPOSITED
TABLE."

MII.IiVV.N

'ON

1

wiaa. aa
walls. He msgM rang
e prancln'. He
bo bosses would
hoarse, and he
Bight yell till h- toast H
wouldn't git no
hank, and de
hasn't got a cent It.
frost baa kllVrt his garden off. Bnt be
sleeves, wld
alto right dsr In his all
He grins
a bewtlful smJe on his i
He chuckles. He laughs. - Why haln'l
nd sajbe moanln' and sheddln' te-rdnes
ín' dls old world holds no
tlrt
fnr him? Why hain't he MM m- la1 ing-lto some rich man's barn or ha:
a row lielongin" to a million.- ire:
Why dat lilaudness and contentment .
Ths Mystery Solved.
"I will tell you why. Watch bim. Hf
rises up. He walks oler to le
He leaches in and lifts and gruñís
and tugs. and. lo. a twenty pountt wn
N '" view -- a wattf
tenuillyon am
nilllyon dat has bet reposta' don- t.
de Ice fur a stag half day. No matter
wliar he got dnt mlHyoaV Ifs dar. ant)
It hain't got legs nor whags to ;''
away. No matter WBsddnH de man an)
a widower and all alune la his world
or whedder he am I man of fam'lj
and lias sent his wife and ebüTsn
away fur tie oecashttB,
í
"Dat millyon am deix.slted OA
De butcher knife has been
table.
sharpened on de stovepipe fnr de
tragedy. It an lifted up. De millyon
nm rolled Into position.
"Do you hear dat rtppln' sound as ds
knife cuts?
"Do you see de man's eyes liulgta'

Legal WottO

IN OLD CACTUS.

MADUAT1KM

ALAMOGORDO NEW8

We've as
ama to interfere

.

first PnWIesMos Aagoat It.
Last PuullearioarJspUsjbor

a

aneweful Ufa:
Our school la small and

claas of sraduatee
listener Hit had 4
la lunl one orn'ry
H rone ho Bates.
He trae that Broncho Junior ala t
on looks or brains.
Though the aehoolma'am, who s guata
party, has sure took a lot of pains IS
To pound noma knowledge In him and.
tact, alie a near been sick
that young Batos aid In ths
rulan of 'rlthmotic.
clase
When tho time for graduatln
of one come nigh
Us punchers all aasembled un.: M alh the
tendiera eye
For art groiw for education, j si as huja
aa mind kin reach.
Ml aa pretWhen the one who educatea
ty aa a peach.
young
i
upon
that
Well, it sorter dawned
llronclio was a dunce
his
.
on
Mated,
When he Ml down, Oubh. .
various little slums;
BS
laawJ
a"d
He couldn't udd up Dgelipiwd up. like 'twas grease.
grartIn Ida
On the tlrat line of the r
uation piece.
But finally the youngst.r graba a gun out
of hla suit
m. teacher, that,
And he yells. "I'll sh
by thunder. I kl.l naSSsT
er a ink well with a
And ha busts the tc
well dilected s.iot.
up ths blackboard with a
And he
ball for every snot.
Tur the benches, and
Well, we rolled
we lattglud blame near to death.
Though the tssytl-.- i was so frlphiened one
could hardlv ;it her breath.
And we voted tri- - . old Cactus surely took
the raisin I. n
When its grad atea could demonstrate
out?
uch itr-- idge of the gun.
Denver Republican.
"Do you see slch a smile creeptn'
oner his face ns de angels In bealien
A f jsstion of Words.
might envy?
"Do vou ee dat millyon finally fall
nari In two halves dat great Ids'
red
millyon dat Ice cold iuillyon-ii- .it
cored millyon slch fruit as has made
de months of kings water?
"Yon soe It. You see do man draw n
long breath and sot down. Ton see
htm lift up one of tie halves and turn
his eyes to do cellln' and begin begin
n feast dat am to Stop not as long as
dar am eben an inch of de rind left
Will you tell me dnt a pttason lias gol
to look any finder dan 'lis fur happinessfur slch bapplnesa as de money
of de rich can't furnish?"
An Outbreak.
Brother Gardner had made threats If
silence were not maintained, but thai
picture was too much- A dozen v dees
rled out "Yum! YuniT' in chorus, and
then a hundred members sprang to
Cockney Tommy Say. Jimmy, 'ow
their feet and yelled and Whooped and
shouted for the next rive minutes. d'yer spell fuwt?
Jimmy
When the president could make him
Cockney Tommy Not that oue-t- he
self heard he ordered the committee to
escort the Hon. Nicodemus back to the other.
Jimmy
anteroom and then he said:
Cockney Tommy I don't mean the
Dftt's 'bout bow I reckoned It would
come out lies gone on anil shown fawt yer live In; I mean the fnwt yer
vou how a man wid a watermlilyon fl'nk wiv. Tatler.
can he happier dan a rich man. but
"Identity."
he's forgotten sunthin'. Dat cull'd man
A professor iu philosophy was lectur
stole dat millyon from a white man's
truck patch, and 'bout the time he bas'. lng upon "Identity," and hnd Just
three bites of It in comes a j gued that parts of a whole might bo
policeman and yanks him off to Ihe sta ' subtracted and other matter substitut
ion, and in de mawiiin' a .ledge gibs ed, yet the whole would remain tin
him a sentence of ninety days to de same, instancing the fact that although
Island. We will now break de tneetin' even- - part of our body la changed in
In two ami go home, and arter I have seven years we remain the same Indi
interviewed de Hon. Nicodemus in de viduals.
"Then." said a student, "if I had a
alley fur about live minutes. I'll con
vince him tint de true way to lie happy knife and lost the blade and had a new
in dis world am to be unhappy a good blade nut In it. It would still be the
M. QUAD.
sheer of de timo."
Identical knife?"

T

parte sat of Tar--1
rilorlal Kngloa-- r f
Santa Kb, N. M July 14, .,,
Notlsa Is hereby given that on the :i,
dsy of July, 1909, In accordance
Section 2! Irrigation Law of 190? A
M Jackley and lisorgs Klmpls, of Alamogordo. Coutty of Otero, Territon of
New Mexico, made application to il,.
Territorial El glnesr of New Me vie, ,
s permit to spproprlsts from the Public
Water- - of the Territory of New Mntieo,
Such appropriation It to be made frIIB
Dog Cañón st point bearing N 34" io '
,

from Cor. Common to Twps,
and Rgs. 10 and 11 E by
means of diversion and storage, and ?oa
aa. ft per sec. or 500 sc. ft. is to he ,
veyed to Sees. It, 28 and tu. T 18 s H.
10 E. by mean ol ditches, reservoir, stc
nd there used for Irrigation ol no
sal ss.
All persons who msv oppose the erant.
neof the above application must tils
W 243(1
18

and

19 8.

their objections, substantiated by aftV
svlts (properly backed) with the T. rrlrlal hnglneer Of or nefore four week.
rom date of last publication h reo
-

VEK.NOM

I.

SULLIVAN,

Territorial Engineer.

Get The News for the

newt;.

Irst I'ub. Jul v 29; last Pub. August n
Notice For Publication.
DEPARTMENT Ok' THE INTERIOR,
S. Land Office at Las Cruces. X. J.
July 27, lüo.
Notice Is hereby rriven that David I)

Hoyle, of Alamogordo, N. M., who oa
Dec. "4, lyOf), made Homestead Entry
(serial 02004.) for NUSEU
503.1
Sec. 23. and
Serikih 24.
Township 1? S.. Range 9 E , X M. V
Meridian, has tiled uotice of Intention
make Final Five Year Proof, to
tabllsh claim to the land above de
scribed, before F. J. Bush. II. S. Commissioner, at Alamogordo, N. M.. on ths
11th dav of Meptemher, 10.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Alamogordo, X. M.
Oeorge Davis,
of
do
John Furrey,
V. A. líales,
of
do
Morris Morgan,
of
do
do
Joseph A. Morgan, of
JOSE WUH.ALES, Register.

V,V.,

First Publication July 29, 190U.
Last Publication Aug 26, 1909.
men am satisfied nit' tea and toast,
Notice for Publication.
while odders want co'n beef and taters
cbery meal. Doorln' de delivery of de
OF THE INTERIOR,
DEPARTMENT
address I want respectful silence. I
U.
Office
S.
Land
al Las Cruces, N. M.
dou't want no tnters or turnips frown
July 23, 190t
around de hall. If Elder Toots foils
asleep and wakes up wld a yell or
Notice is herebv given that Símeos
Samuel Shin takes advantage of tie
T. llowden, of Alamogordo, N. M., whs,
ii October 20, 1907,
made homestead
occasion to kick Waydown Bebee in
ntry No. 5MB (serial 0234) for NW)i,
de shins dey will bear from me in a
3,
IT
township
section
8., Range ii E.,
Las Cruces Citizen : O. R. Na- way to make deir hearts ache. De
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
reception committee will now bring tie
Intention to make final commutation
tion is whooping up things in and Hon. Nicodemus iu."
proof, to establish claim to the laud
The visitor was escorted in and in
about Alamogordo. The last isabove described, before F J. Bunk,
ceremonious
in
There
fashion.
troduced
News
C. S. Commissioner, at Alatnogordj, N.
was
sue of The
gasp
a
nt
of
general
was
astonishment
M
on the 4th da; of September, 1!0.
tic.
teeming with news, and a credit his appearance. He wits considerably
Claimant names as witnesses;
One of the men who signed the to the city and county in which over six feet tall, while he didn't looi;
H. C. Rusell, of Alamogordo. N. M.
much thicker than a clothes prop
"Refutation" told The News it is published.
F. M. De Groat, of
do
look
was
liini
about
au
There
ancient
C. Peterson, of
Saturday that it was one of Carl's
do
to remind one of the pyramids of
L. Hill, of
J.
do
tricks to plead the sympathy
Embassador Reid, of the court Egypt, and any keener of a restau
JOSE OONZ A EES.
racket the part of the abused of St. James, is to be replaced rant would have het ten to one that he
Register.
bad the hunger of live men. As lie
citizen every time his rotten by some other favored citizen. bowed
"Certainly," was the reply.
anil surveyed his audience the
Firt I'ub. Aug. 12; last Pub. Sept.V.
business methods were lime- The embassador will bring back impression made was not exactly fa
Full of Knots.
"Then If I should lose the handle
The lanky tramp remoled his tat from the new blade and have another
Notice for Publication.
lighted. Like many others, this a
vorable. It seemed as If nature bad
collection of
created that long, thin, lunk form to tered hut and displayed bis Intellectual handle made to fit It. the kuife would DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
man said that he signed the pa- breeches and brass buckles.
still be the same?"
crawl through knot holes into hen brow.
V. 8. Land Office at Las Cruce?, N. it.
per for the reason that his ice
"Ah, lady." he coudded, "I have
coops.
"Thnt is so." said the professor.
August 10, VH'J.
brains to burn. There is nothing I like
"Then, in that case." triumphantly
Let's see, wasn't it about this
supply would be shut off if he
He Speaks.
Notice is herebv given that Charles
fit
problems."
to
I
tackle
should
knotty
better
thnn
rejoined
student,
the
"If
Newman,
Vesper, of
N. M., who. oa Se"My frens." began the Hon. Nicotic
refused. "The News' expose of time last year, on that other oc
The busy housewife reached for the the old blade and the old handle and ptember 3, :007. made Desert Land
with a sudden flop of his arms
Mr. Carl will do good," said this casion, that Walter Wellman mus,
together.
az.
parts
put
original
No.
have
the
1502
(Serial
for a tract of
0536)
as If he wanted to fly far away. "1 am
"Iudeed!" she said. "Well, go down what knife would that be 7" Inde end unsurveyed land embracing an areanfM
man. The gentleman referred complained of the outlandish and wld you tonight to discuss de subjicl;
acres, described as follows:
Beginning
to the wood pile. You will find that last ent.
of happiness. It's a suiijick dat con
winds ?
to is heavily interested in one of double-crossin- g
at a point North 1056 feet, and Sul
high and de low. de rich load the most knotty problem you evet
sarns
de
1120 leet from S. K. corner of Townsblp
the banks of the city.
It Would Fidget
and de pore. We am all strlvin' fur it tackled during your career." Houston
5 S.. Range
East; thence runnlor
"The word 'fidget,' " explained the West 1320 feet; 6thence
The Advertiser has championed They have discovered royal but thousands of us am discouraiged Post
South 1320 feet;
Now
to
teacher,
move
about.
"means
thence East 1320 feet; thence North 1320
Mr. Carl's cause. But all along blood in the grandfather of Miss bekase we think we don't find It. Vi
Mistaken.
I
you
ti
step
on
want
to
children.
of
begin, eben as clilH'en. to believe dat it
feet to the place of beginning, bat
Mr. Byus has begged the question Elkins, of Virginia. Come on, takes money
Two honorable members discovered
the blackboard and write a sentenci tiled notice of intention to make Final
to be happy, and de ohjei
away
afthurry
of
in
getting
thnt
the
"
you
Abruzzi.
of
-Duke
containing
'fidget.'
prices.
word
the
commutation Proof, to establish claim
at issue exhorbitant
we grow de mo' we believe In dat the
grab-lieForth stepped the little Wise hoy to the land above described, before John
ory. Kight dar am whar we make de er a protracted sitting each had
The News bas received a numput
on
So
coat.
and
the
other's
fidget
who
wrote. "This store will
Jun M. Ilowman. Ptobate Clerk, at Alaaio- great mistake of our lives and no
Too bad that Evelyn Thaw's on
gordo, N. M.. on tbel5lbdavo October
they repaired to a quiet part of the 1st."
ber of letters from ice consumde wrong road."
lobby to make an exchange. Watching
"But who ever beard of a store Ha 1808.
ers in the city who have been poverty compelled her to send
Here the orator paused for his wort
Claimant names as witnesses:
the two as they pulled off their coats, getlug. Johnny?" asked the teacher
Henry L. Newman.
victims of Mr. Carl's wrath. that pet snake back to the Zoo. to sink two feet deep Into the minds
Newman, N M.
,
a policeman saw shirt sleeved assault
"I don't know, but the sigu ou a store Franeelaco Molino, Jrof of do
hearers, ami then with a jump sitl
his
do
at
hand,
These letters may be published Poor snake.
and
with
all
a
an
speaker's
down town says that it will tuov Jose Marando. of
ways and back, as if to escape thl
do
do
thority
gentlemen
cried:
he
here,
"Not
about June 1st." Judge.
later.
teeth of a dog. he resumed:
Frank P. lilalr. of Orogrande. N. M.
Not
please!"
here,
Tatler.
JOSE GONZALES,
"In a great big bouse not a mile from
Fans complaining that a base
Register.
yere sits a mllllonyalre.
Dar am rn
DR. HOWEL HAS A SAY.
Wsy of the Gsms.
ball team is lacking ginger may on de flooh; dar am paintin's on de
Is
goddess,
fickle
a
Luck
His
Old
bxcus.
KirstPub. Aug. 12; last Pub. Scpt.il.
be gingerless themselves.
wall; dar am sarvants to wait ou him
And skill before her falls;
"A poor tramp stopped at the dooi
he has got a bar'l o' money in de bank
Good batters get out on a fly;
Dr. Howell of Tularosa, called
Notice for Publication.
today."
Mrs.
said
S'ibbubs, "and I gave
;
Dubs get their base on balls.
he don't have
he has no
The News up by telephone SatMre grief for Mr. Ultimate to put up or take down stoves. He him a good meal."
DEPARTMENT OK THE INTERIOR,
Charged Extra.
urday to say that he was the one Consumer. The government is has but to ring a bell and a pair of "Well, well," sneered her husband,
IT. S. Land Office at Las Cruces. N. M.
"Tout photographs look very nice,"
sorrel bosses and a landoo will come "why did you do that, softy?"
August 10, IMS.
who attended George Carl's
to stop making $2 bills.
"I Just couldn't help It He reminded said the rubberneck to the patient pho
prancln' around to ride him out. Let
Notice Is herebv erlven that Mary
"I have never been
"What It the price of Collins, of Newman, N. M., who, on Set- him ring anodder bell and a nigger me so of you. I asked him If he'd saw tographer.
paid for my services," said Dr.
temoer 3, 1807, made Desert Land Enloaded down wld champagne and quail Bome wood for me, and he said be win them?'
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
"Well, we charge different prices, try No. 1501 (Serial 0537) for a tracto!
Catholic Standard and
on toast will appear. A third bell, and too tired."
Howell. "Mr. Carl refused to
for a plain straight sitting it is 4 a unsurveyed land embracing tn era of
who valve their own comfort and seben state senators will enter by de Times.
pay my bill of $25 for the all theMothers
welfare of their children, should never be back doah and offer to beat or pass
dozen, bnt If yon Insist on saying after acres, deseribod as follows: Beginnings
a box of Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
without
Ths Advantage.
yon alt down that yon are to homely a point distant North 8580 feet, and Kail
night service."
for Children, for ase ttaronghout the season.. any bill be may name and not charge
boo feet from the 8. E. Corner of Taws
Optimist
Surely
np Colds, Cure Feverishness. ConThe
It
They
is
yon fear yon will break the cam
Break
wortb
that
a
cent.
him
physicians
One of the local
ship 35 S ; Range S E.; running thence
stipation, Teething- Disorders, Headache and
to a man to live in a conn-trsomething
era
will
It
$3
be
extra."
yon
my
picture,
THESE
"Dat'a
de
frens,
and
Stomach troubles.
POWDERS
norm tazo feet; tenet East 1320 few
who stated in the Advertiser NEVER
where he dare call his soul his
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores. 25c. have only to shet yonr eyes to call II
thence South 1320 feet; thence West 13
Don't necear any auaMfsiK. A trial package will be
own.
A
Thinking
Proposition.
last week that Mr. Carl had given sent
yon.
up
yon
any
Seems
to
who
will
befo'
FREE to
mother
dat man
feet to the place of begInlng. has filet
address
The Pessimist Well, yes. I Suppose
"Hat he mined anything In hit great notice of Intention to make Final Proof,
orter be jlst shoutln' wld happiness
ice to the poor, told The News Allen S. Olmsted, Leftoy. N. V.
to establish claim to the land above desbnt am dat de case? Fnr, fur from it he can get more for It when he comes prospect?"
that he knew of many instances
cribed, before John at. Bowman, Pro"Just in bis mind."
On de contrary, be am wlahln' he was to tell it Puck.
Proposal for Bids
bate Clerk, at Alamogordo. N. M ot
in which people had been redead. Why? Kase his son In college
the 15th day of October, 1908
will be received for thn construca fule o' hlsself and am to
made
has
fused ice. This same doctor once tionBids
Claimant names aa witnesses:
of a High School Building at AlaKase
one
suspended.
be
o'
dem
sorre
M
N.
ice
HenrytL. Newman, Sr., of NewmaB.N.B-Franelte$7
mogordo,
District No One, Otero
left town without paying a
bosses am sick and likely to die. Kase
do
County,
1909.
until
33,
Molino, of
August
bill. Upon his return in a couple
Jose Miranda, of
do
Plans and specifications may be ob- his yonngest child has got de croup
Frank P. Blair, of Orogrande, N. .
of days he was informed by his tained of the President of the School and may not lib till mawnln'! Kase
on and after August 16, 1909.
he's baldheaded and got hay fever.
wife that thier ice supply had Board
All bidders will be required to deposit Kase de plumber and de Ice man have
oo
off
of
account
to
on
510
his
cut
insure
the safe return of the robbed him I could gin you forty mo'
been
A. E. ttDREWS REALTY CO.
and specifications, and also a cer- kasaw. but dase am sufficient Dar am
We are showing first class, np to date Picture.
negligence. The truth of the plans
tified check for f 250.00 must accompany
load of de long green dar, but
cart
matter is, Mr. Carl has given each bid as a guarantee of good faith, bo happiness."
Two reels of films and one Illustrated BoHg.
KM ESTATE
cheek to be made payable to the
some ice to poor sick people. said
orator
get
to
paused
The
a
of
drink
President of the School Board.
The
Sacrsme.to
Valine Lands, Money tn
the Advertiser he bidder receiving the award must make water and kick his legs out to Umber
osa, Alamogorda Property- np
a
them
and
then
bond
doable
for
of
the
his
amount
continued:
bid
lMv
makes the fact known. Bat the to Insure the faithful fulfillment of his "Lamms present anodder picture to
yon. A mile away am de cabin of a
Advertiser says not a word about contract.
ta
.rtt ., ilfigirii, tt
lltt
It,
ii
7:80 and 8:80 O'clock.
The bids will be opened at the Court euil'd man. He's bund ta da right eye
as
the sick who have been refused House
(Sheriff's office) Monday evening
lag.
ds
left
am
no
Par
The Newt Is ths popular paper.
Byus
are
working
o'clock,
t
7:30
1909.
33,
and
August
Carl
ice.
w your ir lenas naca i

The Advertiser in defending
the rotten business methods of
Mr. Carl would be doing the city
an injury had the Advertiser any
influence. As it is, no harm has
been done as no one takes Byus
seriously.
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TAILS.

PUfM

in PM

I

TACTICS.

f

Um

ef Thaw of Gata,

ira

beat to

A eat
actually wip ita tail.
Way should It wtoa kt eaa pur? Bat
fished
for
with
,BDtl
ttola It aeras aarra the Tim
fUjftet of line and a heavy sinker purpose la permitting taa temporary
.
.
w
of ezctaa nerToas energy
i
. i . k.
UB. iq.....tar uk uwwh unen
ib ina
db
niuu when the animal la under great atraía.
minuta or two before coming to For Instance, when carefully talking
a. .iirface. More than once when a bird or a man, aa la the caaa of a
..A in;iie to toar wai uij ininju ww kitten or a lion, the tip of the tall la
, . ...
oarer still for a moment ever curling
in nw
a mar
like a bullet from a gun and uncurling. We may compare this
lae atirMee
of bla bear to
and id tto first wild shake
the nervous tapping of the foot or
fifty feet In th
fingers In a man. When an angry lion
tnrown hook and bait
aran
umt
h fniir nnnpi
na
"
air,
kt roaring his loudest, hla tail will freaj.n dinner flying over my bead from quently lasb from side to aide, giving
ktrOther
distance.
that
twice
pjjrlv
rise among the ancients to the belief
wlii-struck came sirai,rm up that he scourged his body with a book
our
one
grasing
liottom.
aim
the
from
or thorn which grew from the end of
le as he rose ana snowier leaping
the tall.
cunoe.
aoon
As
of
the
stern
the
When a Jaguar walks along a slenu
enough
let
to
was
tired
tarpon
as a
der bough or a house cat perambulates
him
we
removed
beside
canoe
pall Hie
the top of a board fence, we perceive
the liook from his month and let film another important function of the tall,
family.
hapiemM
It
bis
to
trim hom
that of an aid In balancing. As a tight
tarpon na lesa tired than rope performer sways bis pole, so tho
once that
occasion
On
that
wf feline shifts Its tail to preserve the
mm bad assumed.
he hfld a crnnd mnii
guniu himii i -nnd
center of gravity.
rneuaa.
rtorj to tell his
The tall of a sheep seems to he of
r
year
a
poor
It had heeD counted
little use to Its owner, although in the
firnon. vet in nueen ruuwuine u;i.
breed which Is found In Asia Minor
forty-fou- r
of fisliius we were fast to
and on the tablelands of Tartary. this
turuon. eaih of which had jumped for organ functions as a storehouse of fat
This
tis from one to twelve times.
and sometimes reaches a weight of
mark of twelve Jumps wu fifty pounds. When viewed from
nh water
made by a tarpon which was stimulthe animal seems all tail, and
ated to bis later efforts by the pres- when this nppendage reaches Its full
ence of a pursuing shark, and the size It Is either fastened between two
twelfth lump was a double number sticks which drag on the ground or It
There was commotion In the crimsoned Is suspended on two small wheels.
C.
water, new vigor at the other end of William Beelie in Outing Magazine.
my line, and It was an hour later when
I finally landed on a sand bar a shark
BUSHRANGERS.
A knite
with an aldermanlc stomach
drawn across this distended organ disDay Outclosed the tarpon in sections, with the The Most Noted of the Later
laws In Australia.
hook still fast In bis Jaw. and enabled
Bushrangers were originally runthe camera man to photograph to
away convicts who took to the "hush.'
getlier the subjects be bad recently
Although as Australians call the backwoods.
separately.
nhotographed
the size and liecame holdup men. About tin
this shark was only one-fift- h
of our big hammerhead, yet be made year 1830 the bushrangers became so
numerous that they fought regular enhot two bites of his victim.
Our work at Boca Grande ended with gagements with posses and soldiers
the red letter day of the season of all sent out to capture them, and this
seasons. I was fishing in the pass with form of crime continued sporadically
until within recent years. The most
fifty feet of line and the bait was dl

.ad eaoold to

Bevtosd

mti

...

nu

w

under the canoe when a tarpon
struck fiercely, quickly carried away a
hundred more feet of line and then
iwani so swiftly toward us that I feared from the loosened line that he bad
escaped. Then, fifty feet from the ca
noe, there shot into tbe air a giant tarpon, measuring,
as we learned afterward, an even seven feet Up. up. up.
be rose until the camera seemed to be
pointed at tbe zenith, and before the
rattled camera man could get his aim
the sliver king had turned gracefully
In the air and was plunging downward.
Tbe captain swears that be saw. swing
lag clear of the water, tbe ribbon wblcb
marked twenty-fiv- e
feet on the line as
It hung plumb down from the tarpon.
Once I gave my own estimate of the
height of the Jump to a group of
friends and after a glance at their
grieved expressions appealed to tbe one
of most experience on the coast nnd
with the tarpon.
After a single mo
ment of hesitation he remarked firmly :
"We fishermen must stand together
W. Dimock In
i believe tbe story."-- A.
appleton'a.
When "Drammors" Come Easy.
At the Players- club In New York
one evening there was a guest from
out of town, a playwright well known
for his extraordinary facility in turning out the alleged "drummers" that
vw uitr
irirnn-iHi-iui-i
i vuvuiw.
la no uncommon
thing for this producer to grind out five or six of his

annually.
Sme one Innocently asked the playwright if It was rather difficult to find
new ideas for his plays.
"Really I don't falser," was tbe frank
answer of the man who has made
thousands of dollars from bis "dra turners."
New
i have never tried It"
plays

Vork Tribune.

Juvenile Wriggle.
Mother (an invalid)
Elmer, what
ÍW you do with the orange Mrs. Neighbors gave you to give to me yesterday? small Elmer It was too som
er you. uiauiuia. so I put some sugat
alt am! ute It myself. Chicago New
A

Michelangelo.

llorponit)

'"i

Jgj

MASONIC

TEMPLE

CHECKERS.

Piar'

ates

AN

ft Hla

ira

your more." she moiled.
He sailed back i tor. ble band havering above tto checkerboard.
Ueollf
be asked, looking at he
la a witty sort of nay.
"Huh-huh.- "
she softly answered.
"Really T be askol Míralo
"Hub-hub.- "
she breathe
and dV

Baptist Church.
Pastor 8. B. Oallaway

r

NT. E. Church, South.
luurelv 'Implied her even
His aajveeas began to Intoxicate bin.
All regular services at the M.
. church. South,
next Sunday. and beIn leit that never tofor- - bud bi
xuch stmng form, never hao
been
Sunday school at 9 :46 a m.
Senior League at 8 p. m. Jun his wit lava as keen or his mnoiuM
so aaaaglna.
His spirit soured, aun
ior League at 4. m.
be looked upon his opixiueut with
A cordial invitation is extend kindling eye
VV. V. Tker, Pastor.
ed to all.
"There!" be said, making bla moví

at last.

"There" she asked, giving his ejacu
Grace Methodist Episcopal Church at.'oti
the appearaacs of having beet
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
onrelved in subtle humor. "Therer"
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:80 "There!" he repeated.
They made eyes at each other, ant'
p. ni.
she moved one of her men. He brisk
h
All strangers and
ly moved one of his.
non-churc-

members are cordially invited.
John H. Murray, Pastor.

"No. no." she faiutly murmured
"You must take me."
"I must what?" be cried, making i
motion.
"Take me!" she whispered.

Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :30
Christian

"Take

your

She nodded her head without lookln
up, and the next moment he bad takei
her and two hearts beat as one.
"And will you always think of me?'
she asked as he was bidding her good
by after he had measured her flngei

Church.

Eld. Stacy Phillips, the new
pastor, will preach Sunday a. m.
at 11 and at 7:45 in the evening.
Everybody iuviteil.

'
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to Wear Dry Goods, Show,
When faith tt lost and honor dies,
II.,. W. MtMll.llwM. tbe man ia dead. Whlttier.
inTitatlon to you to tUU oarMtab- t

a4j
r4"' Clothln

One

OF

for the ring.
"How could I help It?" he asked.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
"Always?" she insisted.
"Always!" he repeated.
The Sunday school of the
"Will you think of me as you go
Christian church here is in a con- home tonight?"
test with the Deming school "Every step of the way."
counting attendance, new pupils They parted at last.
'He loves mel" she whispered to
and offerings as points. At the
close of ten weeks the schools herself. "Oh, he loves me! I knew ll
tied on new pupils and attend from the first Maybe this won't make
ance. Deming beating on offer some of them Jealous! And I'm the
girl he ever loved, and If a to be
ings. Ihe contest closes January first
a diamond band! Ob, oh!"
1st, and the school here is hopeAnd as he walked borne be turned a
ful that all who have been in at troubled face up to the moon, halted
will
come
Sunday
next
tendance
suddenly and addressed the night:
and help the second period off "When she began that funny bust
ness about taking her I ought to have
with a good start.
at tight and kept my fool mouth shut;
famous of later rangers were the Kelthat's what I ought to have done!" -ly brothers. After many daring crimes
Kansas City Independent.
and hairbreadth escapes the Kellyx
actually held up the entire village or
FOREST FIRES.
Jerilderie, N. S. W.. which had a pop- Rates for advertisements in this column
ulation of 200. Ned Kelly looted tbe
one cent a word each Insertion. MinI
imum charge 25 cent
bank of $10,000, while his three pals
The Watchful Rangers and the Way
Th.y Fight the Flames.
held the men of the village cooped up
In their homes. Although there was a
In almost any of the western moan-tainFor Sale.
OLD
special bushranglng act In force at the
the traveler aeea the fire warncents a bundle. Alamo-gord- o
time authorizing tbe detention of perings of the forest service, and he Is
News.
sons supposed to be in communication
likely to meet soma of the rangers
with the outlaws, the Kellys were not
Yon will find them crossing tbe high
FOR SALE CHEAP Good Sierras la California, In tbe Crazy
heard of again for nearly a year, when
they "stuck np" the small town of rubber tired buggy, harness and mountains of Montana, among the
E. B. Van Arsdel
Glenrownn, In Victoria. Here they lap robe.
Olympics in Washington or following
Were brought to toy. and three of the
or Clements & Thulraeyer the old Apache trails along the mesas
a
in
house
soot
dead
desperadoes were
in Arizona. Wherever he it. the ranger
35tf
they had barricaded, while the leader.
keeps a keen lookout for the smoke of
ground
FOR SALE A good one horse forest fires, and in the clear western
Ned Kelly, was brought to the
legs.
He farm wagon and harness. Nearly atmosphere even a little smoke column
with a bullet through the
was hanged In 1880. All tour of the new. Address William Hyde,
can be detected from afar. As soon as
men were In the habit of wearing an
Box 357, Alamogordo. he discovers it the ranger takes bis ax
weigharmor made of plowshares and
and shovel and goes as only a western
ing almost a hundred pounds. New
horse and rider can. Many small fires
Early
TREES
FRUIT
No
in
York American.
are stopped by this watchfulness, bul
vember I will ship in from the there are others which take many men
best nurceries thousands of the many boars to subdue. A fire in a
Partners.
best trees and vines. You will chaparral so thick that a man can
And them carefully heeled in hardly force his way through it and
parched by six months of drought
You see what you get.
makes hard and trying fighting. Then
L. E. MARTIN.
there are fires In the big timber among
the dead trees of old windfalls and
Office 4th Door South of Postoffice.
overhead fires that spread faster than
a man can run. If unchecked, they
wUl barn for weeks over thousands or
acres of timber.
And all this destruction may be caused by a carelessly left campflre or a
match dropped from horseback. Tbe
sheep men used to set the forest on
1
yu
I
tell
you
Land
Irrigation
engage
must
and
Ditch sur fire purposely, for the year after a fire
"Before
my husband is very particular um! veying a specialty.
Maps and the burned acres yield fine forage
very cross."
Happily this practice Is discontinued.
to
Blue
Prints
order.
made
"Don't fear. Between us we'll uiau
Sparks from locomotives now set more
.
age him." Fliegende Blatter.
fires within the national forests than
any other cause. Camping parties are
tbe next worst offenders. Indians,
An Embarrassing Explanation.
stockmen, miners and lumbermen who
"Why do you charge me 25 ceuts
travel continually in tbe forests very
when your sign says. 'First class hair
seldom leave campflres to spread and
cut, 15 cents?" " demanded the indis
do damage. They know too well the
nant customer. The small French barresults. For a time almost every year
ber shrugged his shoulders and lifted
the citizens of Portland, Ore., lose sight
Custom
In
eyebrows.
Tailoring
latest styles.
Us
of some of tbe great mountains around
Choice Patterns always In stock.
"Pardon, mousleur," he returned
the city on account of tbe smoke frou,
Dry
to
RepairFrench
and
Cleaning
come
who
not
Is
all
It
softly, "but
the burning forests. There la little
ing
according
to
latest
methods.
hair."
class
me that have the first
doubt that since the white man settled
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Goods a specialty . . .
in tbe west more timber baa been useCollectlons.
lessly burned than has been cat and
numismaHart Will (grill Oillurid.
"My collection," said the
'rem 127.
used Arthur W. Page in World's
tist proudly, "la worth 110,000 and
Work.
every coin genuine."
"Mine." said the minister sadly, "is
worth abodt 17.83 a Sunday, and I
hare to take my chances on tbe coins
Leader.
being

Michelangelo stood in the front rank
lUi as painter and sculptor. In
both arts be waa worthy of tbe high
praise. The fresco of the "Last
Judgment" In the Slstine chapel Is
considered tbe moat wonderful picture
kt the world, showing tbe omnipotence
f artistic science and the fiery daring
f conception that bnt few other paint
bp can even approximate. In sculp- the "Moses and the "Slaves," not
to mention
other pieces, rang among
Would Take a Chance.
at ineat creations of tbe art and pro
"Not a cent." replied the rich man
Michelangelo to have been as
"Money ia not good for the
aiterfui with his chisel as be waa coldly.
noor."
j his brush. New Tork American.
"Well," responded the applicant,
pretend that you have a grudge
"Just
THE POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.
me." Kxcbanga.

t

SAME
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Weakly.

will
preach at the First Baptist
church Sunday at 11 a. m.
Sunday school at 9:46 a. m.
Strangers welcomed.

rr

rectly
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when ia
tt so. xaxaa.

Reputation For Reliability.

Let us fill vonr prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

Tb
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TAIL

The Maaasea el TMa Weaeaarfaf
Ara Uk seringa of Mm.
In who lee the tall Is eat traaavaraely
Instead of vertically. Tbe reason for
this la concealed la long agea of evolution. Flanea have always been as they
are now, aquatic, bat tho ancestors of
whales and dolphins lived on dry land
where they crawled about on four good
feat. When for some reason these crea
tores of old took to tbe water tbe
probably did not plunge at once into
tbe open ocean, where their descend
ants now Uve, but waded and paddled
along In tbe shallows and marshes of
the shore. Here a vertical tall would
certainly be In tbe way, while a horizontal one might be used advantageously.
We must not forget also that
whales breathe air as we do and that
it Is more necessary for them to shoot
quickly up from the dark ocean depths
to the surface than to turn, flshlike,
from side to side.
The sting ray and certain other fishes have a sharp, poisonous spine In the
tall with which they can Inflict a severe wound, but in tbe case of the alligator It is by sheer brute force that
tbe tail Is useful for defense. The
muscles of this organ are like Bpriugs
of steel. Tbe great saurian lies asleep
In the sun, seeming more dead than
alive, but If a half dozen men should
seize Its tail with all their strength,
with one terrible flick the alligator
could scatter them, breaking legs and
arms as If tbey were straws and burling the men far to each side.
In Mexico I once grasped a three
foot Iguana by the tall, and I bad my
strength tested to the utmost to hold
on for a single minute. Then, without
warning, the great lizard went one
way and I the other. His tall had
parted company In tbe middle, and I
had nine Inches of It left in my hand.
Instead of being fatal to these Iguanas,
such an occurrence Is not Infrequent
and is of tbe utmost value to them In
saving their lives.
When alarmed their first act Is to
dive for their holes, but wben an eagle
is making tbe attack the swiftness of
Its flight sometimes Intercepts the lizard, and the bird of prey seizes the
long tail which is the last visible part
of the iguana. After a brief struggle
the eagle flies away with the scaly,
bony tall tip, which must afford bat
slight gustatory satisfaction, while the
Iguana seeks the deepest part of its
barrow. Tbe short muscles soon close
the wound, and in a surprisingly short
time a new tail shoots forth and grows
to a goodly length, ready if need be
to be sacrificed In turn. Sometimes
two tails grow out from the old tall
stump surely a superfluity of blessings. A weak spot in each tall bone is
the cause of the breaking. Thus we
aee that the tail of the Iguana is Indeed an Interesting one. C. William
Bee be in Outing Magazine.

NO.

46328

PercheronJStallion, black with star. Foaled Hay 14,
1906 ; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111. This splendid horse is now the prop-ert- y
of

the

tbeH

and will make the season at the barns of
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms: flfij
ISO to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.!

FIVE BOOKLET PRLfTOG

land men, and others who
desire tbe highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they eaa
secure such work at home by
patronising The News' job
office.
We make a specialty
of work in thie line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of
Printing.
Make Your Final Proofs Before

F. J. BUSH,

United States Commissioner
Office

Alamogordo, N. M.
Just East of The News
with J, y Grant.

HERRY

Office

SHERRY,

fe

at

Attorneys

Lav

Office Upstairs

First National Bank Building.
H. MAJOR,

H.

Attorney

at

Law.

Rooms 9 and 10,

First National Bank Building.

D R.

J.

GILBERT,

R.

Physician and Surgeon,
Offiice, Upstairs in the Gilbert Building.

Phone

13.

Alamogordo. N. M.

Robert Newton Weodwortk
Mnlni Enftlneer

Examinations and reports.
References exchanged.
Box 371.

O.

.

.

Alamofterdo.

.

W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Telephone No. 20.

J NO. W. TOMPSON,
Lawyer,
Practice In all courts and fovernment
Departments.

First National Bank
Building. Alamogordo.

Offices, Suite 3 and 4

jQR. J. G. HOLMES.
Physician.
Office over Holland's Drug Store.

This Tirria" lite Lawyer Scored.
A lawyer appeared before one of the
New York city botuds asking that
damages be awarded to certain clients
because of a change of grade In their
street Wheu be had completed bis argument the president said: "Mr. Blank,
yon ought to know better than to take
np the time of this board in this man
ner. You are too good a lawyer not to
allow that on yonr own presentation

D,R. M. IONE HÜLETT,
Osteopathic Physician.
On Tenth St. Opposite tbe Court House.

Alamogordo, New Mexico.

R.

H. GUDGER,

D.

D. S.

of facts these people have not. the
Prepared to do porcelain crown and
bridge work, porcelain inlays; also
shadow of a legal claim against tingold inlays.
city." "Your remarks aro folly justi
fled, Mr. President," said Mr. Blank OmCE OVER WaRREN'S DRUG STORK.
Room. F, G and H.
Phone 77.
"I not only expected them, bnt you
have done me a favor by making them
P.. It X. JAB VIS,
There are times when a Lawyer is so
pushed by his clients who seem to
know more about the law than he
does that the only thing he can do is Office over First National Bank.
to let them come up against it them Phone 71
selves. They probably know as much
ALAMOGORDO, N. M.
about it now as I did before. I thank
yon for your attention." With that he
took up bis books and left the room,
followed by a half dozen crestfallen
clients.

D

Beat

Protect Your Life
and Property with an

The Honest Chinaman.
You soon learn In China that you
can trust a Chinaman to carry through
anytbing he agrees to do for you

When I reached T'al Yuanfu I banded
my interpreter a Chinese draft for $200
(Mexican), payable to bearer, and told
him to go to tbe bank and bring back
tbe money. I bad known John a little
over a week, yet any one who knows
China will understand that was run
ning no appreciable risk. The Individ
ual Chinaman is simply a part of a
family, the family is part of a neigh
borhood, the neighborhood is part of a
Tillage or district, and so on. If John
had disappeared with my money after
cashing tbe draft and had afterward
been caught, punishment would have
been swift and severe. Very likely be
would have lost hla bead. If tbe an
thorltlcs had bean unable to find John,
they would have punished bin family.
Punishment would sorely bare fallen
on somebody. Samuel Merwin hi Suc- Magaalne.

The most valuable asset in any Drug Store.
In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
They know. It
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

ALLMATOn

What a Knot Is.
Probably there la no nautical term
more frequently used than the word
"knot" Tbe word Is synonymous with
the nautical mile, or 6,080.27 feet.
while, as every one knows, tho geographical mile la 5,280 feet
This
would make the knot oqaal to 1.15
of geopraphlcal miles, and therefore.
In order to compare the apeed of
a boat expressed In knots with a railroad train. It Is necessary to' multiply
the apeed m knots by 1.15. Another
to bo remembered la that apeed
a distance traveled in unit tinte.
ao when one apeaks of a boat having
a apeed of 20 knots It la not necessary
or proper to add per boor, as taw word
Itself when employed aa a unit of
apeed signifies nautical miles nor hour.
A cruiser that makes 11 knots travel
94.15 geographical miles par boar.

Insurance Policy

A. F. Menger
Agei)t
Tei)tb St.
Phone 134

Hotel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS.

(Eropean plan)
Rooms 75c $1 and $1.50
Conducted in accordance

with

the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The heat equipped ras
taurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and min
ing men. (JHAo. ZEl(EK,Frop.

BARRINGER'S

Feeil

&

Livery Stanie

Fine damping
under cover.

Ground

Good Horses, Good Rifts
Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogord.

CHAS. Is. WEST,
W.
(ttaeoossor to

I. Muss)

General Dray .nd Transfer List
Boato Paos 17T- -Í
Office Phono 183

P. O. Boa M7
Alamogordo, a.

la.
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SUFFERING
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BuWatch

Only of a
Retail Jeweler

For he can properly adjust H to
your Individual requirement! so ft wfll
keep peri Hi time under all conditions.
Never buy a watvn by mail, (or no
matter bow food yon think It In H
will never ba accurate unless It Is
for the one who carries It. A

Am

South Bend Watch

By Edward

Frosen m toliJ tee her pa perfect time

ÁWn

M

A South Bend Watch, with all the
sk.tl and experience that goes Into
Its construction, would faD utterly as
If it wasn't ada perfect
justed to meet the requirements ot
each individual.
You can never buy a Seats Bend
Watch by mail. They are sold only
by retail jewelers. who an competent
to properly adjust them.
Auk j.'ur j.'wuier to show you a South
Watch
a real maaterpieoe of
nnd
miH'tunicm.
Write us un. i reemve hy return mini ot: two iwnlt - ahowiaa how and
why a South Bead Watch keep accurate
time in any temperature.
SOW H BEND
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to the national capital in pursuit of places which carry no
pay for the work involved.
The boards of visitors ap- plntedannua"v by tne pres'- -
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on your table.
Libby's have the right taste,
which is always uniform,
and you can depend upon
Libby's as being absolutely

I'
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You will never be disappointed if you use Libby's

Pickles
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THaByaBBanl

Fancy Olives

Salad Dressing
Strawberry Preserve
Our rant Jelly

il

BBIBBJj

female trouble, an J
advised an operation. Lydia K
Vegetable
Compound mart
Pink
ham's
'
,han "liS " "le nazing me a well woman and I have no mure
d
backache. I hope I can helpothers by
telling them what Lydia E.Tinkham's
theew' at befóse" Ldditlontothecertantyof d
Vegetable compouna nos aone tut
me. "
Mrs. Emma Iuse, 683 First St,
Milwaukee, Wis.
America ,,me atAAnnaPlis ty'wa8
a"y
for
provide
to
bniit
s
The above is only one of the
of grateful letters which are
luniul.
received
being
by the
constantly
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
have failed, and that every such suf.
ering woman owes it to herself to at
Hl
least give Lydia E. Pinkham's VeReta-bl- e
Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.
Airs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass..
thon-sand-
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Insist on Libby's, and you
Lew& can depend upon it that
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Lookfirtfie

Hooper'sDon'tScratch
(Tettarrem)

El

by

80ld and

druggists to be saiis- factory treatment for
W 1) Dandruff and all Scalp
M m Troubles, Tetter, Ecze- ,,cn Ringworm,
MtfB ma'
LWwa Chapped, Sunburned
Face and Hands, Pim- Bj
ples,ltching Pile, Sore,
Sweaty, Blistered Feet,
Br
SL Bj
Cuts, and all Irritations
of the Skin. Does not
BJ
B
Bj
stain, grease or blister.
Two Sizes, 50c and $1
M Wk
bottles. Trial Size 10c.
B3
Either mailed direct on
BJ
SBnsBna receiPt ' price- K
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MEDICINE CO.,
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A Friend In Need
Cholera-Morbu-

Cholera-Infantu-

DR.D.JAYNE'S
CARMINATIVE
BALSAM
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Keaders

of dm piper de.

tised in in columns should imift upon
having what they salt (or, refusing ail
tubétiñisn or imilations.

d,

it necessary that provision be made for
rnmrn
has appropriated large sums lor
of the
kingly wasnoth- - increasing the capacity and the usefulness
ing as long as school. New buildings are going up. new facilities
sailors are besubstance for the training of the modern-dathe
ing added, and In a year or two. at
Positively cored by
the cost of $10.000,000, the institution
these Little Pills.
will be sotransformed that the shades ICARTFI
Thry also relieve Pi
of the old salts who in life knew it Ibjjjjj
tretwfrom Dyspepsia. !r
F
will not know it save by ihe abiding
digestion nd Too Heart j
a m
things sailorlike,
of the spirit of
Eating. A perfr. t
I
which must cer remain If the Amerifor Dullness, Nan!
DrowatnesA, Had
tradiEl l ILL 9a
can seaman is to keep true to
Taste In the Moti h Coat
tion.
IffifWjL
hundreds follow in their train.
I
limmmnJv'KttÉlllllSttFfmfM
ed Tongue, Pain in the
Within the grounds of the naval
TORPID LIVER,
The modern part of Annapolis Is HmmmwSBaaamwMww
Wt I
academy the old is giving way rapidly They regulate the Bowela. Purely Vegetaba
the naval academy. The rest of the "sSBSs
hT
to the new. This holds true, happily SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
town is ancient, and with the sail- Wtt
enough, however, only in regard to
ors' school honorable. The residents
S5aSBggg
W
-""
The broad parade
of Annapolis are loath to change
the buildings.
Genuine Must Bear
jjjj
ground in Its green beauty and the CARTERS
Signature
great trees that sheltered the stu
rrriE
dents In the early days ot the school, and that are YlVER
of sufficient age to have done shade duty for many
pjas.
had sped over the water. Modern Americans know Annapolis as the home of the generations of sailors before their day, are still
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
havimprovements
standing,
of
modern
the
march
naval academy.
The school of the sails
pass
to
ancient
as
ing
the
so
directed
been
or has an interest that has proved overIt Is.
by.
shadowing to the American at a dis"Some say It's a mistake to marry."
compass,
tance. When he gets here he finds that
is
The midshipman's life, small as is its
"Well," commented Mrs. Sixthhuh,
the old sea town has an allurement of intricate and full of interest. The externals, If
"to err is human."
which he knew nothing. Little by little
they really may be accounted externals, have a
the residents of the Maryland city have world of significance. The young sailors are
If, as reported, O. Washington never
come to realize the importance to their
hemmed in with incentives to a heroic discharge
a love letter, his reputation for
wrote
town of the great government institution.
of duty. West Point has its battle flags and its
is accounted for.
veracity
The time was when, all roads led to the memorial tablets to the men who served their
state house or to the Carvel mansion, country against Its enemies on land. At AnnapoARE Vol II CLOTHES FADED?
they run without the shadow lis are gathered the trophies of the sea, and there
tliern
but
I'm Red Cro Ball Blue and make
ó
of a turning as the townspeople view
are many of them, for the defeats of the ships white again. Large 2 oz. package, cent
it to the gateway of the academy of the American navy were so few that a line or
Rather be thou the tall among lions
grounds.
two of history's pages are sufficient to record them.
among foxes.
is a
The naval academy of
CftTfíAiCE: TO BANCROFT HALL . U.S.MVAl ACAOCftY
Perry's pennant, which flew from his flagship, than the head
stranger to the naval academy of yester
,
Lawrence-of
at the battle
the
Lake Erie, is here.
WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT tastes like
day, but the spirit is the same, grateIt is a red ensign with the words of Lawrence em- a mint Julep. But it is much better for
things, and as longas they arewholly comfortable
fully enough, for If it were not it would be broidered on it in white letters words that are you.
there is wisdom in their reluctance to part with "a sorrow and a mournful cause" to the country. now the rallying cry of the men of the American
They are turning out sailors from the school tothe old things and their clustering memories.
navy: "Don't give up the ship." Capt. Lawrence
The surgeon is ready to slash any
The very inn at which you eat your dinner
day so the veterans say, who will meet the mark had been kill d in the action of his ship, the old thing except
his bill.
with the seamen who have made Chesapeake, with the British ship Shannon only a
square-toehoused men and women who saw the revolution
and the passing rule of Britain a passing that American ships respected wherever a starred
few months before Perry engaged the enemy, but
some of the conservative ones of the town pennant floats.
his last Injunction to his men already had become
200
more
viewed with regret. This inn is on Prince George
graduating
classes
than
They are
the Yankee tars' watchword. The Lake Erie flag
street the revolution did not change the name strong in these days. Formerly a class of 50 is in an almost perfect state of preservation.
of the old Annapolis thoroughfare. Within its was believed to be fairly large. The school in its
The flag of the British brig Boxer, Capt. Blyth
walls Richard Carvel courted Dorothy Manners,
membership .'s fully double the size of the milicommanding, captured by the American brtg Enand the host of the inn seems to be prouder
tary academy of West Point. The increase in terprise off the coast of Maine, is in the academy's
of the ancient fact than he is of his modern
the number of sea cadets is due to the great
keeping. Capt. Burrows, the American commandprosperity.
growth of the navy, and to the fact that ship er, was killed in the very hour of his victory. Near
There Is a trap for him who is attracted by for ship the vessels ot the present day require
the Boxer trophy are the flags of four of the
the bait of things ancient at every turn of the three officers where the vessels of the past reBritish verséis captured by Perry at the battle
Annapolis way. The old elm on Boston Comquired one. There are more than 700 cadets of Lake Erie the Lady Prevost,
Hunter, the
mon, now gone the way of all things perishable,
at Annapolis and In a year or two the number Little Belt, the Chippewa, and thetheDetroit.
With
was of no earlier seed sprouting than was the will be augmented by at least
the Erie flags are those of the Confldance, the
old poplar that still stands, sturdy and green,
ñlLLii I B f wy.y db&3fJ&4r
The whole system of instruction, save in one Beresford, the Chubb and the Linnet, British veson the campus of St. John's college.
marked respect, has changed since the day the sels sunk or taken by the American McDonough at
Annapolis people call the poplar the "liberty
present superintendent, Capt. Charles J. Badger,
tree," and it has a right to the name. Under was learning the ropes on the training ship in the battle of Lake Champlain.
Possibly the most Interesting of all these spoils
colony
patriots
of
tree
met
the
the
and made the Annapolis harbor. The older officers had to
this
of the American sea fights is the great wooden
their pronouncements for freedom.
learn many new and strange things with the change figure of the British lion
wearing a crown and
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, who signed the from the old type of fighting craft to the new.
declaration, spoke to the people in its shade and The changes came gradually, however, and it is with one paw resting on a globe representing the
world. For arrogance of
urged them to their "duty to liberty as against
said that the adaptability of the veterans to new tion has few equals. It was,presumption the concepof course, carrying out
kings;" Lafayette was entertained under it, and conditions led the authorities to decide that alThere is absolutely nothing
sculpture the idea of the world sovereignty of
it has been the central point of Independence though steam had supplemented sail, the best in
that gives such speedy relief in
day celebrations unnumbered. The records, said preliminary instruction in seamanship for the Great Britain. When Decatur, in the ship United
States, defeated and captured the British MaceDysentery, Diarrhea,
to be authentic, have it that In 1652 the colonists
cadets was to be had on vessels of the style of donian the lion with
its globe was found on its
Colic
and the Susquehannock Indians agreed under the old navy.
forward deck.
and Cramps as
the great poplar to have a period of peace.
Admiral Sands, while superintendent, broke up
There are two Iron "long Toms" in the trophy
Annapolis people believe that their liberty tree hazing at the academy. He shares honors with collection
that fell Into the hands of Commodore
was growing when Columbus landed. Its trunk is Gen. Mills, who killed the practice at West Point. McDonough
after the victory of Lake Champlain
a
huge
is
shell, and Not long after Admiral Sands was detailed for One of the guns
only a shell
hat it
has a deep indentation made by a
the branches thereof put forth leaves in the duty at the school there was an outbreak of shot from a gun of the
American fleet during the
spring in thrifty multitudes.
hazing, and the admiral, with the commandant of action. The British
commander. Commodore Down
cadets, went at the task of stopping the practice,
There are three houses standing in Annapolis
ie. was killed in this lake light. It is a matter
ot
old age that served as the
not for the moment nor for the month, but for record that he came to hip death by
In
getting into
It Is s fricad in need, and yoa
dwelling places of three colonial governors. One
all time.
the way of the recoil of one of the cannons now
hould always keep it ia yor house.
of these residences was erected, as a street
Formerly every time there was a hazing scanin the Annapolis museum.
Its
valuable curative properties have
passer Informs one, "the Lord knows when." dal at either the military academy or at Annap.KChfr.Iev?
,8te7artUKthe, Amerlcan grandfather ot
made it a necessity tor both adults
Certain it is, though, that the house was standing
olis congress would censure the authorities for
Charles Stewart ParneU made
and children.
and in use in 1692, for it was occupied then by not maintaining discipliné, and then would propossible the addition of two flag trophies to
the
Sold ty all JrutfUt' at
Gov. Francis Nicholson. When the statehouse
ceed out of hand to reinstate the guilty cadets
Annapolis collection. When in
command of
burned in 1704 the residence was used for the whom the authorities had dismissed In order
Constitution ("Old Ironsides") he captured th
25ptUuk
two
sittings of the colonial assembly, and it is sturdy
that discipline might be maintained. How much British
the Cyane and the LeT.t
in appearance to war against
enough
stopping of hazing there could be with congress
which he fought near the coast of the Madeira.
time for centuries to come.
condemning the offense one minute and condonStewart won the flght,
as
ing it the next may readily be conceived.
There Is a King George street as well
The navy of the United States had
many
Through the Influence of the superintendent a of making the country's history. Thereits foil ore?
Prince George street, in Annapolis, and not
Is no
law was passed which gives the authorities a ent intention On the part of the men
squares removed is the Duke of Gloucester
who h
much freer hand in hazing matters than they had the midshipmen in charge to let them becoms
street. Williamsburg, In Virginia, has a street
tZ.
can be sen- - getful of the past and the glory that
named for the duke, or, rather, for his title, and before. The cadet who hazes
w
there was a tendency all through the south to a rated from the service by an extremely expe- - the service.
T
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Libby's foods are the best
because they are made from
the best fruits and vegetables, by the best methods in
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best doctors anc
they all decided
that I had a tumoi
In addition to tni
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evaporated Milk
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I suffers

invites all sick women to write
her for advice. She has ruided
thousands to health ana her
advice is free.
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Milwaukee, Wis.
"Lydia E. Pink
barn's Vegetaba Compound has madi
me a wen woman,
and I would like u
tell the whole worlr
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I've never seen a hill but looked at
me with grave content,
i(MHl
naiurruiy auu i iirriun, wihch- ever way I went;
It were blealt and bare and
Thoua-brown. It shouldered tn the sky
A ad looked at me In quiet peace when
I went (lowly by;
Dut any building, be It house, or tempted place or mart,
Will (ace a man with chilling brows
that set him far apart.

j

I've never seen a country road that
did not have the time
To loaf beside the forests where the
blossomed vines would climb.
To coax me softly, lazily, to rest with
It awhile
And see the comfort It could find In
creeping mile on mile;
But city streets they blare at you
and will not let you stay;
They hustle you unceasingly and drive
your dreams away.

An

And
But
And

cigar fresh from the
table, wiauped la foil, thus keeping
fresh until smoked. A freak cigar
nade of good tobacco Is too Meal
smoke The old, well cured tobaccos
seed are so rich In quality that many
who formerly smoked 10c cigars now
smoke Lewis' Single Binder Straight
Sc.
Lewie' Single Binder costs the
dealer some more than other 6c cigars,
but the higher pries enables this factory to use extra quality tobacco.
There are many Imitations; don't be
fooled. There la no substitute! Tell
the dealer you want a Lewis "Single
Binder."

up

all

ay
the
you

never seen a country road, or
brook, or hill, or tree.
That did not have a kindly word to
speak or sing to me;
They never crowd us to one side, they
never sneer nor frown.
Nor view us strangerwise as do the
streets and walls of town.
And sometimes I think that this may
be the hidden plan
To show us how much better God
could make the world than man.
I've

The Cantaloupe.
striking exemplification of the
whirligig of fortune Is that while at
one time the wicked city folk sold gild
bricks and green goods to the honest
countryman, now the honest countryman sells cantaloupes to the wicked
city folk.
The cantaloupe is a small, round,
wrinkled vegetable, and it is a cross
apple and a
In tween a Dead Sea
gourd, as a general thing.
Karly in the summer it is brought
into the markets. At that time It ex
hales a perfume that is sweeter than
roses and
a blend of
arlv violets. Because it costs so
much to perfume the cantaloupe thus
the price is all the way from 50 cents
to 75 cents each.
It Is estimated that enough money
is wasted annually in this country to
This
die the canal across Panama.
money Is wasted in liquor and cigars
If we would compile statistics of the
money thrown away on cantaloupes
we should find that with the added
the Panama
sum we could double-deccanal and have a sufficient sum left
to move all the Carnegie libraries to
its brink.
The conventional way of serving a
cantaloupe is to cut It in halves and
remove the loose works on the Inside.
While you are doing this the canta
loupe sends forth tantalizing, appetiz
ing flavors, and your Hps begin to
twitch In expectancy and you wish In
your heart that you had stolen into a
corner back of a billboard and eaten
the thing all by yourself. Nevertheless, you prepare It for eating, then
you sigh, and Impale a bite on your
fork or spoon.
Once it is in your
mouth your soul sinks within you and
you remember the time you ate the
soap caramel at the April fool party.
are not
Your subsequent remarks
such as ctuld be printed In this
ment-Inspected
packing-housot
literary products.
By and by people will grow weary
of hunting for the north pole and exploring parties will be organized to
seek a good cantaloupe.
k
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What It Shows.
"That Mitten girl," says the en
vious creature, "Is now surrounded
by a crowd ot young men who are
teaching her how to swim. Last win
ter it was the same thing, except that
they were teaching her how to skate
I'd be ashamed to appear so dull
Why, to my own knowledge she has
been tearing how to skate and how tc
swim for three years.
Doesn't thai
Indicate dullness?"
"Possibly," replied the Injudicious
youth.
"But on the other hand It
night indicate popularity."

every mother thought her child must hue
or laudanum to make it sleep. These drags will produce
TOO MANY will produce the SLEEP FROM WHICH
DROPS
FEW
sleep, and A
THERE IS NO WAXING. Many are the children who have been killed or
whose health has been ruined for life by paregoric, laudanum and morphine, each
of which is a narcotic product of opium. Druggists are prohibited from selling
either of the narcotics named to children at all, or to anybody without labelling
them "poison." The definition of "narcotic'' 1st UA medicine icJdch relieves pain
and produces sleep, but which in poisonous doses produces stupor, coma convulsions and death.'' The taste and smell of medicines containing opium are disguised,
and sold under the names of "Drops," " Cordials," " Soothing Syrups," etc. Ton
should not permit any medicine to be given to your children without yon or
your physician know of what it is composed. CASTORIA DOES HOT CONTAIN NARCOTICS, if it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

An Atchison woman who married a
widower, and who is wise beyond her
time, has filed a most peculiar docu
ment in the courts. It is to this effect: "My husband's first wife left
two petticoats of cotton, and one of
wool, all badly worn; one old corset,
two pairs of hose, two house dresses,
three shirt waists, one dress skirt, a
thin gold ring, a hair switch, a gold
breastpin, one pair of house slippers
and a winter coat. I have had ihem
carefully itemized and sworn to be
fore a notary and they now lie sealed
In the attic of our home. This document goes on record to forestall any
further litigation from my
for the possession of 'mother's
things.' If at any time they want
mother's things' I will be glad to turn
the sealed box over to them." Lincoln State Journal.

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas.

ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.
AVegilabUfttparationlbrAs
sünilalingttKFbotfatíJRcíula
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Children Need Acting.
Perry Grant of New York
thinks that acting Is a psychological
need, at d is looking for the rich man
who will build a theater for children.
Mr. White It's no use, my dear, I The purpose of such a theater, he says,
my
oS;
whiskers
to
have
shall have
Is educational and Is in keeping with
baby is pulling 'em out by the roots.
the discoveries of Froebel, who knew
you.
unfeeling
of
How
Mrs. White
that play is an Instinct implanted by
baby
keeps
only
thing
that
It's the
for educational purposes.
you
quiet. Now
threaten to take the nature
dear's enjoyment away!
Automobilists Read This.
At the end of the trip when the eyes
Family Medicine Chest.
are stiff and inflamed from wind and
Every mother of sons ought to keep dust, there is nothing quite so soothing
buwi as Doctor Mitchell's Eye Salve. Just
an accioent dox coniaimot,
a little particle rubbed along the eye
of adhesive plaster, a package of
cotton, a bottle of boraclc acid lashes brings instant relief. At all drug
or general stores or by mail. Price 25
and some soft old linen. A fresh cut cents. Hall & Ruckel. New York City.
should be carefully bathed Immediate
A Knocker.
ly and bandaged to keep out the dirt,
"You say that you told my little boy
which bo often contains germs of lock-laIf there Is much bleeding, first that he looked like me!"
"Yes."
close the wound with the plaster, then
"And what did he sayT'
cover it with the cotton. An applica
"He said I was a knocker." Houston
tion of alcohol will easily removo the
plaster.
Post
THINK HARD

It Pays to Think About

Foot).

The unthinking life some people lead
often causes trouble and sickness, illustrated in the experience of a lady
In Fond Du Lac, Wis.
"About four years ago 1 suffered
dreadfully from indigestion, always
having eaten whatever I liked, not
thinking ot the digestible qualities.
This Indigestion caused palpitation of
the heart so badly I could not walk up
a flight ot stairs without sitting down
once or twice to regala breath and
strength.
"I became alarmed and tried dieting,
wore my clothes very loose, and many
other remedies, but found no relief.
"Hearing of the virtues of Grape-Nut- s
and Postum, I commenced using
them in place ot my usual breakfast of
toffee, cakes, or hot biscuit, and In
jne week's time I was relieved of sour
stomach and other ills attending Indigestion. In a month's time my heart
was performing its functions naturally
and I could climb stairs and mus ana
walk long distances.
"I gained ten pounds in this short
time, and my skin became clear and I
completely regained my health and
strength.
I continue to use Grape- Nuts and Postum for I feel that I owe
my good health entirely to their use.
"There's a Reason."
"I like the delicious flavour of Grapo- Nuts snd by making Postum according to directions. It tastes similar to
mild high grade coffee.'
Resd'TheRoad to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
letter? A ew
Ever wad the ssotf
Hsse. They
from Man
sure aeaalae, trae, sua
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ness and Rest.Contalns

Shake Into Your Shoes
a powder for your feet
Allen's Foot-Eas- e,
It cures painful, swollen, smarting, sweating feet. Makes new shoes easy. Sold by
all DruRgists and Shoe Stores. Don't acSample FREE. Ad
cept any substitute.
dress A. S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. x.
A Good

Rule.

neia

Opiwu.Morplune nor Minera!.

Not Narcotic.
tmi-

-

Anrrfcrt Remedv for Consto
Hon , Sour Stonach.Dtairtoeaj
Worras.ConvulsionsJ'evcnsa- nessandLoss OF Sleep.

Not What He Meant.
The Liverpool Post tells of a Birkenhead church secretary who announced in church on Sunday that a
Shakespearean recital in character
would be given. When he was informed that the recital would not be
"in character" he corrected himself
by saying, "None of those taking part
in the recital will be dressed."

Rev.

L

under UwfSodl

A Pertinent Inquiry.
Little Willie stumbled over a scrubbing brush and fell into a pail of
soapy water.
"Father," he said, as he rose, "where
do the angels go when the spring
cleaning in heaven begins?"

Closely Related.
Mother Samuel, where are those
green apples that I left in the pantry?
Samuel They're with the Jamaica
ginger that was in the medicine chest
Lipcincott's.
Practical Derivative.
Teacher Now, children, who can
tell me what "obedience" la derived
from?
Pupil From gettin licked. Miss.

Common Sore Eyss,
run together, you need
8ALVK, 25c. All drugBros., Buffalo. N. Y.

A DesiHtlc Eye Resaedy
Compounded by Experienced Physicians.
Conform, to Pure Pood and Drugs Laws.
Wins Friends Wherever Used. Ask Druggists for Murine Eye Remedy. Try Murine in Your Eyes. You Will Like Murine--

of the

In Use For Over

CARDUI
The Woman's Tonic
I

Mrs. Verna "Wallace, of Sanger. Tex., tried CarduL She writes :
"Cardui Las done more for me than I can describe. Last evrins I
was taken with female inflammation and consulted a doctor, but to
no avail, so I took Cardui, and inside of three days, I was able to do
my housework. Since then my trouble has never returned." Try it

AT ALL DRUG STORES

wIHUÜ

Large 2 ox.

light, heat and oil are the worst
enemies of the robber tire.

Bathing In the snow la
custom hi

ugly,

artsny. sjray

a

hair.

common

a
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In

2rSn Suicide

If you wish beautiful, clear, white clothes

use Red Croa
package, 6 cents.

Years.

Nearly all women suffer at times from female
ailments. Some women suffer more acutely and
more constantly than others. But whether vou have
I little pain or whether you suffer intensely, you
snouia lane wine 01 vjaraui ana get reuer.
Cardui is a safe, natural medicine, for women,
prepared scientifically from harmless vegetable in- Igredients. it acts easily on the female organs and
gives strength and tone to the whole system.

WHIG-LEY'-

Ball Blue.

30

Woman's Friend

The Short Hours.
"How late did you sit in that poker
game?"
"Till about 112.30." Corneirwidow.

1

Men, like tools, are
they lose their temper.

--

A financier is simply a man who
demonstrates the truth of the old
saying that a fool and his money are
soon parted.

The more WRIGLEY S SPEARMINT
she would chew. The better her digesThere Is no pleasure beyond the tion grew.
rules ot righteousness; there is no
It yon have friends In adversity
pleasure In what Injures another.
stand by them. Dickens.
The sale of Indigestion medicine Is
Mrs. Wl.rtasr.
going down. The ssle of WRIGLEY S Tat children
aa.iTKiaa as-mtMac. aoftmi
a
.ilia, iiisj. .ta, nasis
SPEARMINT Is going up.
when

m

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Dr. Biggers Huckleberry Cordial.
Cures Children Teething, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Choleramorbus and Flux, all Stomach and Bowel Troubles. At Druggists 25c
and 50c per bottle.

While we have a great deal of respect tor old age, we draw the line at
boarding-hous- e
spring chicken.

If You Hsvs
if lines blur or
PETTIT'H EYK
gists or Howard

ALWAYS

Dears tue

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Fine tor teeth! Fine for breath! Fine
for digestion! WRIGLEYS SPEAR

N. Msloy.

CASTORIA
aignatureot

GENUINE

NEW YORK.

Host everybody who likes fresh air
S
likes fresh mint leaf flavored
SPEARMINT.

The more we sacrifice In behalf ot
any cause the dearer it becomes to us.

1

facsimile Sitiaran! oT

"What's your recipe for managing
a husband?"
"Oh, there isn't any. Just feed him
well, and trust to luck."

MINT.

Fletcher.

H.

Dr. 7. W. Dinsdale. ot Chicago, 111., says: "I use your Csstorla sad
advise Its use In all families where there are children.'
Dr. Alexander E. M in tie, ot Cleveland. Ohio, says: "I have frequently
prescribed your Castoria and nave found it a reliable and plasssnf remedy for children,
Dr. 3. Alexander, of Omaha, Neb., gays: "A medicine SO valuable and
beneficial for children as your Castoria Is, deserves the highest praise. I
find it in use everywhere.'
Dr. J. A. HcClellan, of Buffalo, N. 7, says: "1 have frequently prescribed
your Castoria for children and always got good results. In fact I ose
Csstorla for my own children.'
Dr. J. W. Allen, of St Louis, Mo., Bays: "I heartily endorse your Castoria. I have frequently prescribed It In my medical practice, and have
always found it to do all that Is claimed for it"
Dr. C. H. Glldden, of St Paul, Minn., says: "My experience as a practitioner with your Castoria has been highly satisfactory, and I consider it
an excellent remedy for the young."
Dr. H. D. Benner, of Philadelphia, Pa., says:
have need your Cas
loria as a purgative In the cases of children for years put with the most
happy effect, and fully endorse it as a safe remedy."
Dr. J. A. Boarman, of Kansas City, Ho., says: "Tour Castoria Is a splendid remedy for children, known the world over. I use it In my practica
and have no hesitancy in recommending it for the complaints of infants
and children.
Dr. J. J. Mackey, of Brooklyn, N. Y, says: "I consider your Castoria an
excellent preparation for children, being composed of reliable medicines
and pleasant to the taste, A good remedy, foe all disturbances ot the
digestive organs."

a

Ws offer One Hundred Dollars Reward tor soy
esse of catarrh that cannot be cured by Hail's
Catarrh Con.
CO.. Toledo. O.
T. J. CHENEY
We. the nnderaUTOed. have known F. J. Cheney
for the last IS years, and believe him perfectly honorable In all business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made by bat firm.
& MaKVIV.
WALDl.NO, KlNNAN
Wholesale Druggists Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces ot the
system. Testimoniáis sent free. Price 71 Cents pal
bottle. Sold by all DrussKta.
Take Hall a Family PUIS for constipation.

Rough on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
Rough onBedbugs,PowderorLiq'd,25c
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough onRoaches, Pow'd, 15c. ,Liq'd,25c.
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable toaise,25c.
E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.

AGO almost

FORTY YEARS
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THE HEIR'S

A

Don't Poison Baby.

band-mad-

The last rears of life are the sweetest, and yet toe most difficult to prolong. It Is then that the greatest care
la exercised la maintaining
bodily
health. But the chief care should al
ways be with regard to the food you
eat and whether you are digesting It
properly. You should not allow your
self to become constipated.
No doubt you have tried salts and
cathartic pilla, purgative tablets, etc.,
and have come to the conclusion that
they are violent In action and do but
temporary good. Listen, then, to the
voice of experience with regard to a
wonderful and mild laxative, Dr. CaldFighting Tuberculosis.
well's Syrup Pepsin. It Is not new,
Three large fraternal orders are at
only we are trying to find new friends present conducting sanatoria for their
for it.
tuberculous members.
The Royal
A. A. Felts, of Johnston City. III., suf
fered from stomach trouble for six years League, the first order to take up this
and found his cure In Dr. Caldwell's form of work in the United States,
Syrup Pepsin. His wife uses It too with
success.
We could name hundreds of has a sanatorium at Black Mountain,
others. Borne heard of It first through North Carolina. The Modern Woodneighbors or friends; others through the
doctor's offer to send any sufferer from a men have recently opened a sanatorstomach, liver or bowel complaint a free ium at Colorado Springs,
and she
ample bottle for trial, without charge.
If you will send your name and address Knights of Pythias, one at the East
you
ha will send
a trial bottle direct to Las Vegas, New Mexico. The Royal
your home. If It proves itself as he
Brotherhood of
claims then continue the treatment by Arcanum and the
or II bottle of your American Yeomen will consider propbuying a
druggist, as all of them sell It. Old Deo- ple, Uke children, should look for purity. ositions at their coming grand counana it is well to mention that tna purity cils for the erection of similar
or this remedy Is vouched ror with the u.
8. government.
Also, though a free bottle is sent to prove Its merits, results are
always guaranteed
from the regular
The Cause of War,
bottles bought of druggists, who will refund your money if it does not satisfy
The fair young debutante was suryou. Bend at least for the free test bottle
rounded by an admiring crowd of ofIf there Is snythlng about ficers at the coIonel'B ball. Mamma
your aliment that you don't was standing near by, smiling complaunderstand, or H you want cently at her daughter's social sucany medical advice, write
The discussion was over the
to the doctor, and he will cess.
answer you fully. There is quarrel of the day before between two
no charge for this service.
officers.
The address is ur. w. a. brother
"What was the casus belli?" asked
Caldwell. 301 Caldwell bldg..
Honticello, III.
the fair debutante.
"Maud!" exclaimed mamma In s
READY FOR ANY CONTINGENCY shocked voice. "How often have I
told you to say stomachT" Success
Second Wife Has Put on File Accurate Magazine.
Record of "Mother's" PosHow's This?
sessions.

I've never seen the sky that shields
the countryside at night
ebon velvet drapery looped
with gema of light-T- hat
did not seem to bend to me
frlendlywise, and bless
pour a balm of comfort on
heart In ita distress;
when the city has its night
glare beats in your eye
look whatever way you will
cannot see the sky.

LEWIS' "SINGLE BINDER."
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Slow death and awful suffering
follows neglect of bowels. Con- than
"iPationki
cnsumPtíon- - It needs a curo
an there is one medicine in
all the worldtat cures it
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I tema of Interest from La Lai.

DON'T FORGET
HAVE ONLY THE BEST OOODS, AND
LOWEST prices. If it is Jewelry you wish,
you will find a full line, from Collar Buttons to Diamonds,
including the novelties.
As to Curing, don't purchase elsewhere before seeing my
line, ami getting my prices on Mexican Drawn Work and
Zarapes, Navajo Blankets, Baskets and Beaded Work.
I

0

:
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THAT the

HENRY S. EVANS
Cor.

You Save Money

loth and Pennsylvania Ave.

Here

NBflU'S
A a mug o rd o

Formerly

oldest and best Known btel in
Under the new management
the rates have been reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been irnproved.
Ala-rrjogord-

o.

oooo
given to families and
SPECIAL attention
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal
INTERESTING

EVENT.

iertainment to bf. G'ven at
baptist Church Tvesd, y Eve.

NEW FEATURE.

A

Series of Short Stories on the
Knocker Begin Next Week.
The following program will be
Beginning with next week The
given at the Baptist church next News will publish a series of
Tuesday evening, Aug. '24th, at short articles entitled : "Little
eight o'clock :
Preachlets on the Knocker."
Selected One will be published each
An Imminent Peril
Miss Elizabeth Martin
week. The subjects are as folCarnival of Venice
Bórdese
Mrs. Martin, Miss Pierce
The Lost Word
Vandyke
Miss Elizabeth Martin
Serenade
Selected
Messrs. Meeker, Simms,
Shurtz, McCalniont
Serenade
Drdla
Miss Avery Oliver
Mice at Play
Selected
Miss Elizabeth Martin
Mother, Oh Mine
Selected
Miss Pierce.
In the Toils ot the Enemy
lohn Seymore Wood
Miss Elizabeth Martin
Home, Sweet Home
Payne
Misses Woods, Pierce,
O'Reilly and Martin,
and Messrs. Meeker, Simms,
Shurtz and McCalniont.
The admission will be 25 cents
for adults, and 15 cents for child-- 1
ren.

A

lows :
I. Who and why he is.
II. What he misses in life.

His relation to the

III.

gn u h.

IV.
ated.

Why he is not extermin-

These are not tirades or roasts

of the unfortunate beings who
infest the country from end to

end.

Instead, thev are half

hu
morous, whimsical discussions of

the subjects mentioned.
Alamogordo may not be overburdened with this pest, but you
will enjoy these dissertations
anyway.

Mes-dam-

Rush Jobs Bushed.

Rush Jobs Rushed is the motto of The News' job printing department. You don't have to
wait two or three weeks to get
your printing at this office. Any
LECTURE SUNDAY NIGHT. ordinary job printed same day
order is received. Call up 143
Professor Conway Will Lecture and we'll be atter your order.

at the Baptist Church.

Good For Alamagordo.

Prof. Conway, at the earnerst
solicitation of those who know
and appreciate his ability as an
entertaining and i n s t r uctive
Deaker, has kindly consented to
deliver a lecture on "The Child
Why and What He Is."
This lecture will be delivered
in the Baptist church next Sun-- i
day evening at eight o'clock.

The acquisition of the Fraternal City sanatorium by the Odd
Fellows as announced in The
News last week means much for
the welfare of Alamogordo. Already, the local lodge is receiving inquiries from members of
the order in regard to accommodations. If present plans mature, the sanatorium wili be
several times its present size
within a year.

There will be no charge for admission. All are cordially invited to attend. Those who remain away will miss a rare treat
and will have reason for regret.

Prof. T. B. Milton ii in
attending the County
Teachers Iustitute.
CI as. Uoldaumier made a business trip to Alamogordo Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Taylor,
from near Kearney, were the
guests of their fatherand mother,
Mr. and Mr. Taylor, Sunnay.
Mr. Phillips and Mr. Creen,
accompanied by their families,
will leave Monday for Las Cruces,
where they expect to visit
friends and relatives for a few
weeks.
J. E. Huss attended the W.O.
W. lodge Saturday night at
He says a good crowd
turned out, and everything
moved along quietly.
Lee Glascock made a business
trip to Alamogordo, the Queen
City. Monday.
T. W. Keeney. the blacksmith,
made a trip to Alamogordo Friday for supplies.
o

Surveyor Edgington passed
through here en route t his
ranch in the mountains the latter part of last week.
With best wishes for The News
and our friend the editor.

IOCALTEMS
A. E. Andrews left Saturday
for Kansas City where he will
spend a couple of weeks. On his
return he will be accompanied
by Mrs. Andrews and the child-

ren.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

35c

BEAU

Say! Jtre You Behind'
STORE
CASH FEED
d; m;iiiuijijH
wen. fou won i

Don t pay Ibe othur

however long his life
M. L. Oliver and three daughters,
last, he would always have
and Miss Eudora Major took part should
enough to live in the same way. Sonic
in the program.
said it was he who had robbed the
Miss Gladys Grant is very low Holland mail, for which another man

included the Seattle exposition.
Rev. Samuel Blair, of Albuquerque, was here Saturday the
guest of his old friend and coworker, Rev.

J. H. Murray,

pas-

classes.

to-da-

dfow.
most Whn lo

nti of

& MURRELL
Phone 74.

Electrical Supplies. Auto ar)d Gasoline
Engine Supplies.
Wiring Done.

General Repair Shop.

G.

F- -

ROUSSEAU,
Cor. loth and Penn.

'Phone 56.

,

Ave.

J. Q. GRANT,
Proprietor

of

the

City Uivery and Transfer
Good rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office

Residence Phone 170

Phone

ñ

C.Dealer MEYER
General
Merchandise

in

My stock is
Hi Is still at the old stand at La LUZ, N. M,
complete in all lines and my prices are right.
Just received a car
I am
of Ft. Smith, Ark;.,
and Mountain Wagons.
Hi agent for Champion Farm
Mowers and Rakes and other InternaAlso agent for the John
tional Harvester Co.. Machinery.
had suffered; others that he depended
upon the gambling table, though he
Deere Plow Company's Implements.
never played for large sums. He WO
rt, Anlrmtn nf maaIoI lift, Jill Ma iMMOM
was cut short by a duel. His adversary
was at that time a young man about
town like himself, John Law, who
afterward became the founder of the HENRY J. ANDERSON,
W. R. EIDS0N,
R. B. ARMSTRONG,
famous Mississippi scheme by which
President.
Vice President
Catkin
was
ruined.
When the
half of France
mysterious Beau died he left only a
few pounds behind him and not a
scrap of evidence to enlighten public
curiosity.

w

-

Established 1900

HOT

POTS

OF

HEBER.

The First National Bank
Of Alamogordo,

Curious
Natural
Formations
Found In Utah.

The

Of ever increasing Interest to natural cariosity seekers are the hot pots,
about three miles from Heber City,
Utah, on a branch line of the Denver
and Rio Grande railroad, running up
through picturesque 1'rovo canyon.
This region is a level plain, n pon the
n
surface of which arise in strange
numbers of conical shaped cisterns, the largest of them being all of
fifty feet high, a hundred feet in diameter at the top and twice that at the
base and containing in their dark
depths immense volumes
of water
heated to a high temperature in the
furnaces of the earth. The waters contain the usual chemical properties of

thermal springs and are used for bathing and drinking with excellent effects
These pots have evidently been form
ed by the slow deposition through
countless centuries of the silica and
soda which enter Into the composltlou
of the waters that once welled over
the rim. The hot pots are found in the
midst of cultivated tields and thriving
orchards notwithstanding the peculiar
rocklike soil composition.
Oue of the marked
eeuliarlties of
the region is the hollow, rambling
sound caused by carriages and horses
as they move over the roadways for
miles around. "Is there an enormous
cavern Just below the surface and will
it ever cave In?" Is the anxious
Inquiry of every visitor alarmed at

IN. IN.

CONDENSED STATEMENT
AT

COMPTROLLER'S CALL CLOSE OF BUSINESS
RESOURCES

23,

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts
$94.l(3u3 Capital. .
31.. 23 Surplus
Overdrafts
-I6,Cun.ui
it. S. Bunds to secure circulation ...
Undivided Profit
Net1
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
130.00
Circulation
Bonds, Securities, etc
ttl.lí Deposite..
23.5Oti.0O
Rankin r house. furniture & fixture.)
Time certificates ol dopo'slt
Other Real Estate owned
275 00
Due from National Banks (not re- 23074.30
serye aírente)
Due from Slate and Private Banks
and bankers. Trust Companies
and Savings Banks
3.423.10
Due front auu'v'd Reserve Aírente
11.117 o
Checks aud other items
74x 'N
Notes of other National Banks
4fc0.uo
Fractional Cur'v. nickels, cents
's o
money
Lawful
reserve
11001.75
Redemption fund
u0,'

.ZZZiZ

Total

SltfMOU!

u5S

16"'
íokü
Z
ltütt

m

Total

674

1AMÜI

DIRECTORS
W. Jl BRY80N,
F. M. RHOMBERG.
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J. M. WYATT,
0. MEYER,
w. R. EID80N,
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY S. EVANS.

J. BUCK

EMBALMEP
AND FUNERAL
DIRECTOR

A.

SUPPLIES

UNDERTAKER

AND DEALT1
IN FUNERAL

OFFICE
NO.

PH0SI
4.

RESIDENCE
PHONE
NO.
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the strange underground sounds. Ei.
change.

Sweet Cane From a Far Country.
It has been supposed that sugar can
was the "sweet cane from a far cout
try." mentioned in Jeremiah vi, 20.
and In Isaiah xliii. M. According to
Strabo, Nearchus. the admiral of Alexander the Great, describes a kind of
"honey" from nn Indian "reed" which
was probably sugar cane. Europe
seems to be Indebted for the plant to
the Saracens, who introduced It Into
Rhodes, Cyprus. Sicily, Crete and Spain
In the ninth century- The crusader. of
the twelfth century found It in Syria
The Spaniards and Portuguese carried
It to Madeira and the Canaries In the
fifteenth century, and on the discovery
expects his of America it was taken to the West
from St. Indies. New York American.

J. C. Richardson
y
wife to arrive
Louis.
Prof. M. Gross will accept a
few DUDÜS for violin. iiiAmlnliii
and other instruments. Apply at
unver s furniture Store.
O. E. Wood, a prominent business man of Uvalda, Texas, left
Monday after a brief visit with
The Alcazar motion picture
show in this city will compare
favorably with any similar
place of amusement in the Territory. The proprietor, Mr. Jones,
is an old time citizen of the town
and his many friends are pleased
that he is making the business a
success.

you rsw

that,

replied

with typhoid fever. She has been
sick more than a month.
Mrs. W. D. Taggert. wife of
the genial express agent, has returned from a month's visit with
relatives in Michigan. Mrs. Taggert is singing at the Alcazar motion picture show.
About forty Alamogordo people went to Cloudcroft Sunday.
About a hundred persons from
El Paso patronized the excursion.
The Alcazar is an Alamogordo
show, run by Alamogordo people
and every cent taken in at the
door is spent in Alamogordo.
Claude Hudnall left Monday
for the state of Washington
where he expects to go into business.
Miss Ethel Gordon one of the
teachers in the public schools,
has returned from an extended
visit with relatives in Mississippi, Texas and Tennessee.
H. A. Gudger, of Kirwon,
Kansas, is visiting his brother,
Dr. Roy H. Gudger, for a few
weeks.
Judge Byron Sherry has returned from a month's visit to
the Pacific coast. His itenary

11

mn

STEPP

FIELDING.

He Was the Enigr.ia of English Socltl
Life In His Day.
Btuu Deleting wat a young man of
Mshloii In the reign of William III His
doom nas sumptuously rornMwxL his
I) miters,
hacks and racers were of
great value, anil "he kept a table of
princely hospitality." He hail no ostensible source of income. All that was
known of niln was that he was the
liftli son of Thomas Wilson, an Impoverished gentleman of Leicestershire.
Evelyn describes him as a very young
man. "civil anil good uatured, but of
no great force of character." anil "very
sober ami of good fame." ttj attempts
to discover his secret were vain. "In
his most careless hours of amusement
he kept a strict guard over his tongue
and left scandal to conjecture what It

urn

Garden and Field Seed, Flour, Meal, Grain and
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 8th Street

pleased."

Miss Martin Entertains,
Last Saturday evening Miss
Elizabeth Martin entertained in
honor of Miss Ella Jackson, who
leaves this week for her new
home in El Paso.
Those present were: Misses
Ella Jackson, Loma Woods, May
Pierce, Pauline Bemis, Ruth
Murray, Elizabeth Martin, and
Messrs. Logan Meeks, Clarence
Miss Hermonie Hawkins is visPfaffenberger, Harry Murry, C.
David McMaster and William iting her parents Mr. and Mrs. J.
V. Murry, Lacy Simms and Ely Hyde and their families spent W. Hawkins in this city. Miss
Martin.
Monday at the White Sands.
Hawkins has just returned from
an extended visit in Indiana and
Illinois. She will remain here
until about the first of September, and then return to El Paso
to take charge of her music

J. C. JONES. Prop.

Cloudcroft Sunday.
Mr. Oroom, of Tent.essee, is
, ,.;;nn
...... hi hmt.hfni -in
Willing uitli
their camp about two miles north
of town.
Mrs. Helen M. Miller has been
very ill for the past ten days but
is improving.
I'erry Kearney, of Cloudcroft,
is in Alamogordo this week looking after his business interests.
W. C. Hudnal has gone to Oregon to look upa location.
Look at the program for the
concert next Tuesday night, 24th
inst., and see what a fine treat
is in store for all who go.
Hon. C. P. Downs returned
Saturday from a trip to Amarilla,
Texas. He was in Tucunicari the
first of this week.

The concert at Brnunoff's theaHe redeemed his father's estate aua
tre Saturday evening was fairly portioned off his sisters and when rewell patronized. Mr. Gross, Mrs. monstrated with on his extravagance

tor of the Grace Methodist
church.
Mrs. Frank Beach arrived from
Kansas City yesterday for a few
Immigration statistics compil- weeks visit with her husband,
ed by the Bureau of Immigration who is living at Neal's.
C. O. Hardy has sold his interfor the fiscal year ending June
30th, 1909, show that 10,938 orig- est in the Hill & Hardy pool
inal land entries were made up- room to J. A. Harris. Mr. Hardy
on the public domain of New will probablo go to Kansas and
enter the grain business.
Mexico.
These entries cover 2,204,975
J. C. Dunn is doing consideracres. This heavy immigration able development work on his
in spite of unfavorable business mining property just east of
conditions, indicates that the town. He has a shaft down 125
growth of New Mexico is steady feet and he is of the opinion that
and permanent.
he has some good ore in sight.

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN

the family of his brother-in-laW. E. Dudley. The party visited

The ooly place in Otero County
whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

McRae Lumber Company

-

The

Real American

Aristocracy.
It was through the Declaration of
Independence that we Americans acknowledge the eternal Inequality of
man, for by it we abolished a cut and
dried aristocracy. We had seen little
men artificially held up In high places
and great men artificially held down In
low places, and our own justice loving
hearts abhorred this violence to human
nature. "Let the best man win." That
la America's word. That la true democracy. And trae democracy and true Before buying a machine that
aristocracy are one and the same thing. tries to imitate
this original
--Owen Wlster In "The Virginian."
"Visible-Writin-

Typewriter,
will
yon
call
sales-rooonr
at
that The News 0AN do your job '
at your convenience?
printing.
A

trial order will convince you

g"

Underwood
Staodard

Typewriter
Originate- dConstruction.
Tabulators, and
Modern Bookkeeping Appliance

Writing-in-Sig-

Built-i-

And

n

Combines-Originali-

ty,

Stability, Speed
and Adaptability.

